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NEWS IN BRIEF
Cloudy with
rain likely

MURRAv KY

Tonight: Mostly cloudy with
rain likely. Low about 40.
Wind becoming north at 10 to
15 mph. Chance of rain 70
percent.
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State's legislators seek tax strate
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Legislators are searching for a way around their quandary about how
to raise taxes, keep constituents happy and avoid
a gubernatorial veto.
After a meeting of House Democrats on Tuesday, a strategy has begun to emerge.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, said one idea
may be to throw a tax increase into the same
legislation that is designed to reform the school
system. That way, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
would risk the political heat of vetoing the education bill just to satisfy his pledge to veto a tax-

rate increase.
Clarke said there seems to be some sentiment
"We're going to try to put together something that substituting an increase in the general sales
we can get 51 votes for and then a veto wouldn't GU for the bulk of Wilkinson's tax plan is the
be a problem," said Clarke, the chairman of the most popular
approach to raising taxes.
Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
"I think that's obviously the most politically
In the House, it takes 51 votes — a constitu- palatable way to go," Clarke said.
tional majority — to enact a tax increase as well
A penny increase in the general 5-cent sales
as override a veto from the governor.
tax would raise approximately $210 million in
House Speaker Don Blandford, D-Philpot, taxes each year.
agreed that a gubernatorial veto may not present
Wilkinson has proposed a SI billion tax
a problem if a tax package can be found that is increase over the next two years by adoption of
politically popular.
the federal income tax code, elimination of the
"If we've got the votes to pass the tax, we've deductibility of federal income tax payments on
got the votes to override the veto," Blandford
(Coned on page 2)
said.

TVA proposes
recreational,
water upgrades
for its system

Playhouse at work

WASHINGTON — The House, newly convened for its 1990
election-year session, is preparing to hand President Bush an overwhelming foreign policy defeat and turn up the heat on the Senate to
follow suit.
MOSCOW — Soviet troops trying to put down a nationalist uprising in Azerbaijan raided offices of unofficial groups in the republic's
capital of Baku, arresting 43 people and seizing copying machines, local radio said today.
MIAMI — Blacks wanted a harsh sentence for a Hispanic policeman convicted of killing two black men, but that could enrage Hispanics. And a law professor said "not even Solomon" would choose to be
in the judge's shoes.
LOS ANGELES
A man who set fire to his son in an attempt to
kill him nearly seven years ago was being paroled from prison today
under an order that says he must wear an electronic leash and stay
away from the boy.

By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
AearreiMed Prose Writer

STATE
MIDDLESBORO — A Bell County environmental group
announced it is suing the city of Middlesboro for alleged violations of
a court order designed to prevent pollution of Yellow Creek.
WHEATCROFT — Lagging coal production could shut down the
western Kentucky mine where 10 workers were killed in an explosion
in September, company officials say.
ASHLAND — When the long-awaited call came, U.S. Magistrate
Joseph Hood had no trouble giving an answer. The call was from President Bush, who telephoned Hood Monday night to officially notify
him he would be nominated to fill a vacancy on the federal bench in
Pikeville.

SPORTS
NEW ORLEANS — Old hat? The Super Bowl is like a whole new
wardrobe to some 49ers and Broncos.
NEW ORLEANS — The San Francisco 49ers' secondary has been
issued a challenge by Denver's wide receivers: Catch us if you can.
NEW ORLEANS — Like the Denver Broncos and San Francisco
49ers, John Madden and Pat Sununerall are spending the week going
over their game plans, practicing and meeting the press.
EAST LANSING, Mkt — George Perles will be adding the title
of athletic director to that of football coach at Michigan State. And that
means the New York Jets will have to look elsewhere for a new coach.
MELBOURNE, Australia — Defending champion Ivan Lendl and
two-time champion Stefan FAlberg advance to the semifinals of the
Australian Open.

BUSINESS — FINANCE
WASHINGTON — Billionaire financier Michael Milken
was subpoenaed by a congressional committee mvestigating
the role of high-risk junk
bonds in thrift institution
losses.
The House Banking Committee on Tuesday voted 31-1
to summon Milken and two
men involved in land deals
with Charles H. Keating Jr.'s
Lincoln Savings and Loan
Association of Irvine, Calif.
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35 CENTS

Community volunteers and Playhouse in the Park board members gather Tuesday night at the South
Eastern Book Company to get an early start on the Playhouse's Annual Fund Drive to raise its operating
funds. Pictured from left are Vickie Travis, Fund Drive Chairman Ed Graves, Jerry Smith, Pete Lancaster, Elizabeth Whitmer, Kathryn Ballard Valentine and Constance Alexander. The drive, which hopes to
raise $18,000, will continue tonight and will officially kick-off Feb. 2.
Staff pieta by Kerb Cooper

Paducah's WDDJ
radio station
drops music by
Guns N' Roses
FROLI STAFF, AP REPORTS
Guns N' Roses won't be
heard on WDDI-F11 in Paducah, the only local station
which plays the group, after
members of the band used profanity on a televised awards
show, according to the station's program director.
Kent Crider, program director, and sales manager Keith
Kraus decided not to play the
group's music after lead singer
W. Axl Rose, later identified
as Duff McKegan, and Slash
took drinks and cigarettes with
them when they accepted two
awards during the American
Music Awards Monday night.
See related story
on page 9A
Crider said he heard both
members use statements he considered obscene.
-1 had a 13-year-old Ora
watching it with me," Crider
said Tuesday morning. "I'm
sure he's heard it before. -. But
you just don't want him exposed
to it on television."
The Associated Press reported
that Rose and Slash "draped
themselves over the speaker's
Stand" and were quickly Cut off
after "unintelligible remarks."
The" controversial band was
named best heavy metal band
and also accepted the award for
(Cont'd on page 2)

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — The
Tennessee Valley Authority is prepared to give equal attention to
recreational improvements in its
lake and river system, but at a
PriceThe giant federal utility released
a multimillion-dollar proposal
Tuesday to keep its lake levels
higher later in the summer and to
improve the quality of tailwater
releases from its hydroelectric
dams.
"The sentiment expressed by
many Valley residents is that we
can't continue to operate the river
system in the same manner W
have for the last 50 years," TVA
board member John Waters said.
Over the years, TVA has operated the river system primanly for
navigation, flood control and power production. The operation of the
system has to be more flexible to
(Cont'd on page 2)

Satellites, computer technology moving
area's classrooms into high-tech future
By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Ledijor & Times Staff Writer

An educational cooperative in
western Kentucky may soon give
new meaning to students talking
back to the teacher.
The West Kentucky Educational
Technology Cooperative is rapidly
moving western Kentucky school
districts and institutions of higher
education into the hi-tech age of
public instruction with satellite and
computer technology in the
classrooms.
The cooperative, formed in the
spring of 1989, consists of Callo-

way County, Murray Independent,
Graves County, Mayfield Independent, Fulton County, Fulton Independent and Hickman County
school districts, Murray State University and Paducah Community
College and the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
See related story
on page 2A
The purpose of the cooperative
is to create a two-way system
whereby students from one school
can receive instruction from
schools in different counties via

satellite transmission.
The western Kentucky cooperative is wanting to take Kentucky
Education Television's two-way
satellite system, Star Channels, a
step further.
Star Channels only allows the
students to see and bear the teacher. The cooperative is working to
create a system whereby the teacher can see and hear the students as
well.
A teacher in central Kentucky
will be able to see and hear her students in western Kentucky while
(Coned on page 2)

Lovin: communications with students,
faculty, staff would be his first objective
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger I These Staff Writer

Saying he's not about to "walk
into a room with the lights off,"
Dr. Keith Lovin refused to speculate on how he would cure Murray
State's ills during a press conference on campus Tuesday.
Instead, communication with students, faculty and staff and
searchh into the problems
pr
facing
would be his first
step if elected as the school's next
president.
Lovin, currently serving as provost and vice president for academic and student affairs at the University of Southern Colorado in PlAt
No, became the second presidential

candidate to visit MSU.
But while Lovin's recognition of
the necessity to evaluate Murray
State's situation is important, his
limited experience in off-campus
relations, which will be crucial in
corning years to MSU, may concern school faculty.
Under Southern Colorado's provost system, Lovin said he acts as
the school's "chief executive officer" and leaves the lobbying and
external communicating to the
president He added, however, that
his strengths lie in communicating.
"My greatest strengths are that I
like people and have lots of clergy," according to Lovin. "I feel I
(Cont'd an pate

2)
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KET improving programming with satellite
Last year the Kentucky Supreme
Court ruled that the state's current
education system created inequalities between rich and poor school
districts and was, therefore,
unconstitutional.
State legislators then turned to
KET and asked if it could expand
its program statewide. KET had
originally planned to increase $23
million over the next two fiscal
years, but with the legislators'
insistence KET now has a fouryear plan for $88.4 million in capital expenses and $15 million a year
in operating expenses. The program
will also be installed in every
elementary, middle and high school
in the state (about 1,200 schools).
Star Channels, for example,
allows a teacher from central Kentucky to prepare a lesson, which is

By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Lodger & Thaw Staff Writer

Kentucky Educational Television
(KET) realized four years ago that
it was not meeting the needs for
improving education in the state
with its land-based transmitters
only broadcasting one show at a
time.
The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, the state Department
of Education and the General
Assembly met those needs with
funding and an $11.4 million bond
that paid for the equipment for Star
Channels — a satellite uplink;
approximately 1,300 satellite dishes, which have been or are being
placed on every public elementary
and secondary school; and a new
KET Telecommunications Center.

Replenishing dissolved oxygen
in the tailwater releases, a particularly acute problem during summer
months, could improve the quality
of more than 300 miles of river
water. This could benefit fishing as
well as the rivers' ability to dissipate pollutants.
The recommendations will be the
subject of 12 public hearings TVA
will hold in Tennessee, Georgia,
North Carolina, Alabama and Kentucky in February and March.

Upgrades...
(Cont'd from page 1)
meet the needs of the current situation in the Valley."
The changes, contained in a draft
environmental impact statement,
are intended to answer the demands
of boaters and fishermen, and communities dependent on TVA rivers
and lakes for their economies.
TVA Chairman Marvin Runyon
called the plan "the broadest reassessment of TVA's river system in
more than 50 years."
Currently, TVA's 10 tributary
reservoirs reach their peak levels
around Memorial Day. Then the
giant federal utility begins a slow
drawdown to generate hydroelectric power.
Under T'M's new proposal, this
drawdown would not begin until
Aug. 1, ensuring that the lakes will
be at higher levels through the
summer. The TVA estimates this
could boost recreational visitation
at its lakes by 18 percent and spur
economic development.
The plan also calls for maintaining minimum water flows and
improved aeration at 16 dams to
eliminate periodically dry streambeds downstream of hydroelectric
plants.
The TVA estimates about 170
miles of habitat for aquatic life in
areas below TVA tributary dams
could be recovered with the new
minimum water flow policy.

Murray Electric
Board discusses
effects of weather
The Murray Electric Board met
Tuesday and the main topic of discussion was the effects of the cold
December weather on the Murray
Electric System.
"We had no operating problems
as a result of the cold weather,"
said Ron Underwood, superintendent of the Murray Electric System. "The system physically held
up real well."
Temperatures in the area dipped
to 20 degrees or more below zero
for several days. "There are going
to be some extremely high electric
bills especially for those who heat
with electricity," Underwood said.
In other business, the board
approved the purchase of a new
1990 crew-cab pickup truck.
Lovin said he was concerned
with MSU's past history concerning its presidents. "It's not my idea
to be a part of something full of ill
will, rancor," he said, but added the
school has a committed and dedicated boards of regents.
"Unless I'm more naive than I
thought, you have a board that is
totally committed to this institution, cares about it and loves it," he
said.
Lovin, on campus with his wife,
Marsha, received his doctoral
degree in philosophy from Rice
University, did graduate work in
philosophy and religion at Yale
University and received his bachelor's in philosophy and English
from Baylor University.
He has two children, Camille,
age 17 and Lauren, age 11.

Lovin...
(Cont'd from page 1)
can work with people in an honest,
candid and open way."
Lovin said a provost system —
which frees up the president for
fund-raising and finance work —
"is a successful model" and quite
possibly could work at MSU. He
refused to say that he would try to
adopt such a system if chosen.
Faculty salaries and other areas
of funding concern on campus will
likely take "several years" to be
addressed fully, Lovin said, but
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's proposed increase in higher education
spending along with internal reallocations on campus should help
solve the problems.

transmitted to a satellite and
relayed to a satellite dish at a
school in western Kentucky.
Students will be able to set the
teacher and, through remote computer key pads, ask her questions
and tell her to slow down or speed
up the instruction_ The teacher has
a similar computer by which she
monitors questions and responses
from students and sends them
assignments.
This year KET is offering a
physics and a statistics course,
which will be picked up by 38 participating schools.
Neither the Murray schools nor
the Calloway County schools are
participating this year. The city
schools have the satellite dishes in
place, but no students signed up for
the classes. The county schools do
not have the dishes set up, yet.
KET is in agreement with each
participating school to pay $3,000
— half of the equipment cost. The
schools pick up the other $3,000
plus $300 per student for the yearlong courses.
"That's pretty expensive," said
Doralyn Lanier, assistant superintendent of Murray Independent

Classrooms...
(Cont'd from page I)
she is instructing her own classroom — all with the aid of monitors, cameras and microphones.
Both school officials and TVA
officials are interested in the
network.
School officials, in the cooperative, said they are interested in the
program because they will be able
to pool resources and tie into nearby universities.
Paul Jones, superintendent for
Murray Independent Schools, said
the cooperative is still trying to put
the system together.
"We are still meeting with people who will be supporting the
cooperative," Jones said.
Nancy Lovett, Calloway County
assistant superintendent, said the
cooperative held a meeting Jan. 19
with Dwayne Tucker from South
Central Bell to examine the possibilities of utilizing telephone lines
to transmit the signals for the
network. ,
, _Tucker, , recgional manager for
'South Central Bell, said they are
'very close to having a recommendation ready for the cooperative.
"We are recommending that they
use telephone lines to link these
schools together," he said, "and we
are recommending what equipment
they need to use in the
classrooms."
Tucker also said Bell was helping the schools to design their
classrooms since the interactive
network will not create an ordinary
classroom situation.
MSU has several interests in the
establishment of the network. Vi
Miller, dean of the Center for Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach, the university has several
initial goals in mind:
• delivering additional courses to
PCC to get the faculty off the

Schools. "I would think the cost
would go down as the system
improves and the technology
improves.
"The whole purpose of the program is to reach students in remote
areas where these classes are not
offered," Lanier said. "And it is
these same schools that are not
going to have that kind of money."
KET said it hopes to be using
higher education institutions such
as Murray State University and
Paducah Community College to
provide programs for the schools.
"The Murray and Calloway
County school districts have so
much access to MSU as it is," said
Nancy Lovett, assistant superintendent for Calloway County schools.
"We are really lucky to be in the
position we are in with Murray
State.
"Star Channels is really designed
for rural counties who don't have
access to universities like we do,"
Lovett said.
Both Lanier and Lovett said they
see the most use of Star Channels
coming out of the middle schbols
where supplementary programs
could be provided by universities.
highway.
• assisting public schools in anyway they need university
assistance.
• using the system to respond to
economic development.
• delivering adult basic
education.
"In the future, I would like to
see MSU linked to all community
colleges in our region," Miller said.
"This allows the university to fully
maximize its instructional time —
increasing instruction without
increasing the number of faculty —
and keeps the faculty from burning
out"
TVA officials said they are interested in the program because it
could be used after school hours to
train factory workers or put on
seminars for small businesses.
TVA, who is interested in the
economic development of the region, is even interested in making
the network a national demonstration project.
Lovett said the cooperative is
trying to get the network set up by
the end of the next school year, but
that all depends on if it receives
grants for the project.
"As of yet, we have not received
any grants," Lovett said. "We can't
give a definite timetable for the
project until we know if we are
getting any grants."
Miller said the cooperative has
not received any funding yet, but it
has many financial commitments
from interested agencies.
The West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative, a larger, separate
organization, is made up of more
than 20 area school districts, which
will be gradually phased into the
satellite network, Lovett said.
Jones said Murray Independent
Schools would probably be an
instructional transmitter at the outset of the program.
"I think the Murray district has
superb teaching," Jones said. "That
will probably be the best way we
can help the project at the outset."

&ABLATIVE BRIEFS
'
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A bill that would allow people with cerebral palsy and other mobility disorders to bring "support dogs" into stores,
offices and restaurants was approved Tuesday by the House Health and
Welfare Committee.
House Bill 167, sponsored by Rep. Bob He!cringer, R-Louisville,
would expand the law granting "rights of transportation and accommodation" to guide dogs for the blind and deaf.
The committee also approved HB107, which woulecreate a nursing
scholarship fund, using a $S fee on biennial nursing licenses and some
health-care fines collected by the state.
Collections would total about $300,000 every two years, said Rep. Walter Blevins, D-Morehead, the sponsor.
The committee also approved:
—HB62, to guarantee IRSIITIMCC coverage for mammograms, the tests
used for detection of breast cancer.
—HB101, to require more labeling information for prescription drugs.
• • •
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Votes on two controversial bills before the
House Health and Welfare Committee on Tuesday were delayed for at
least a week by Rep. Torn Burch, the committee chairman.
Burch's House Bill 86 would allow nurses, including midwives, to
write medical prescriptions.
He did not call the bill for a vote because "I can count," said Burch,
D-Louisville.
Nine votes are needed to get a bill approved by the 17-member committee. Only 13 conuniuee members were present Tuesday and five were
against the bill, Burch said.
The committee stripped several sections from HB123, a wide-ranging
adoptions bill sought by the Cabinet for Human Resources, so Burch laid
it aside to allow compromise on a substitute bill.
One of the committee's main complaints was that the bill would allow
the cabinet to charge up to $15 per hour for "placement investigations"
in private adoptions.
• • •
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — State employees could apply their unused
sick leave days toward retirement credit under a bill approved Tuesday by
the House State Government Commiuee.
Rep. Hank Hancock, chief sponsor of House Bill 232, said the bill
would reward state employees who rarely use their sick leave. He said
state employees are granted one day of sick leave each month.
The bill also would improve productivity among state workers by giving them an incentive to use their sick leave wisely and only in cases of
emergency, said Hancock, D-Frankfort
• • •
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A bill to prohibit public-school students
from carrying electronic paging devices, or beepers, while attending
school activities easily cleared the House.
Rep. Denver Butler, D-Louisville, said the devices are sometimes used
to facilitate drug deals. House Bill 88 does not apply to volunteer firefighters or emergency medical technicians. It also leaves it up to local school
officials to impose penalties for violations.
Thebill passed 89-3 Tuesday.
In the Senate, an innocuous House bill pertaining to goals and services
of the Kentucky Center for the Arts in Louisville, became the first bill to
be passed by both chambers in the 1990 legislative session. The vote was
38-0 on House Bill 92, sponsored by Rep. Dottie Priddy, D-Louisville.
Two bills passed by the Senate and sent to the House involved the
state's regulation of septic-tank servicing and oil- and gas-well drilling.
The vote on both was 37-0.
Senate Bill 127's provisions include a requirement for the Natural
Resources Cabinet to spend money it has accumulated in a fund for plugging old wells. It is sponsored by Sen. Greg Higdon, D-Fancy Farm, who
is chairman of the Agriculture and Natural Resources Committee.
SB105 would codify administrative regulations that cover licensing,
bonding and oversight of septic-tank companies. Sen. Virgil Pearman, DRadcliff, is the sponsor.

Fort Campbell shipment
makes Tenn-Tom history
COLUMBUS, Miss. — A historic
military shipment on the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway from
Fort Campbell has passed through
the Port of Mobile, Ala., officials
said.
The military cargo of about 65
motorized units and 40 containers
was loaded on an ocean-going
barge near Fort Campbell at Old
Lock C on the Cumberland River
Jan. 18 for its estimated five-day
trip to the Port of Mobile.

It completed that part of the
journey sometime Monday and has
now been dispatched to Belize,
Central America.
The shipment, a "first" on the
canal for an active army unit, is
part of a training exercise to test
the ability of
Division (Air
uIt) to deploy
outside the continental United
States on seagoing barges.
Almost simultaneous with the
departure, an Engineering Task
Force of about 130 soldiers was to
be deployed to Belize to build a
bridge on the Mullins River near
Dan,griga.
The task force will remain in
Belize about 90 days, Fort Campbell officiUs said. The equipment
and materials shipped on the TennTom will be used in the bridge
construction project.
"We are pleased to see the first
of what we believe will become
routine military cargo shipments
on the Team-Tom," said Donald G.
Weldon, administrator of the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
Development Authority.

Guns N'Roses...
Any 2 Gatti's Favorites

2 Med.-$12.99 2 Large-$.16.99
Offer good at Paducah and Murray
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Not valid with any other offer
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Any Gatti's Favorite
One Large Pizza
Med.-S8.99 Large-S10.99 for the price of a Medium
Offergood at Paducah and Murray
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Expires February 28, 1990
Not valid with any other offer

Offer good at Paducah and Murray
Mr. Gatti's Locations.
Expires February 28, 1990
Not valid with any other offer
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state tax returns, addition of 7
cents to the cigarette tax, expansion
of the sales tax to sonic services
and higher corporate income taxes
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No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
-Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
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Offer good at Paducah and Murray
Mr. Gatti's L•ocations.
Good Monday Night Only
Expires February 28. 1990
Not vakd with any other offer

PRESENT COUPON WHEN ORDERING

1.

the top heavy metal album, "Appetite for Destruction."
Crider said the ban will continue
"unless they make some kind of
apology or something."
No Murray stations currently
include heavy metal bands on their
playlist rotations.

$6.99

Offer good at Paducah and Murray
Mr Gatti's Locations.
Exp,res February 28, 1990
Not valid with any other offer
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Two All You Can Eat
Exotic Pizza Buffets

Any 2 Gatti's Favorites

PRESENT COUPON WHEN ORDERING I PRESENT COUPON WHEN ORDERING

11111111. JCP•nney Company, Inc

Clarke said adoption of the federal income tax code, 2 cents on
the sales tax and perhaps the higher
corporate rates is a possible alternative package. Such a package
would raise even more money than
Wilkinson's.
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University professors translate German fairy tale collectitin

Have you read a good story lately? The art of storytelling has been
cultivated in all ages and by writers
of all nations of which we have any
record. A good story seems to be
the outgrowth of a deep-seated
human drive to entertain, to create
awe from mundane historical
events, and to explain mysterious
natural phenomena. No matter how
crass the subject or obtuse the
reader, as the master storyteller
works his alchemy he creates an
unforgettable experience lasting as
long as life itself.
Most of us remember with pleasure one or more favorite stories
which produced this impression
upon our minds. A recently published English translation of sixteen stories by Folke Tegetthoff
will add new possibilities to our
remembrances. Translated by Drs.
Milton Grimes and Dieter Jedan of
the Murray State University
Department of Foreign Languages,
the collection is a bilingual edition
titled "Fairy Tales/Marchen," and it
contains representative samples of
the author's entire works now
housed in the Tegetthoff Collection
of the Waterfield Library. The collection was begun during his 1986
visit to Murray State University,
and contains all his published

works, several videos, literary and dealing with human emotions,
periodical clippings concerning his cherished beliefs, and sacred
work, arid several pages of his Christian traditions such as the
original manuscripts. Tegetthoff is social problems occasioned by
the most popular author of modern Mary's pregnancy and the picture
fairy tales in Austria. He has pub- of the birth of the Son of God as
lished twenty-one books, toured the painted by the hand of deity. All of
United States three times and made the narrations are stamped with the
one world tour in which he told his unique language and genial spirit
stories in thirty-four countries. This of the Austrian master storyteller.
first English
n anthology has
Because of the intimate nature of
been arranged to celebrate his the narrations, the translation to
worldwide success, and to make his English presented numerous probunique stories available to the lems since the English language
English-speaking public. It will lacks equivalent expressions for
also be used as a text by students some of the key phrases in Gerwho are studying Gentian.
man. Nonetheless, the translation
The 16 stories selected by Teget- admirably captures the spirit and
thoff to be included in this transla- Weltanschauung of the original.
tion represent a broad sampling of Both professors worked on the
his entire works. They are arranged translation over a year during the
in ascending diffficulty, beginning time Dr. Grimes spent in Europe on
with his simple children's tales a leave of absence from Murray
such as: Rudolf the generous rat, State University. This necessitated
the mischievous television set, the sending the manuscript back and
forgotten book, the defunct tooth, forth between Murray and Austria
and the diminutive kiss. From there several times. Despite these probhe goes on to stories giving insight lems the finished translation amply
into everyday situations, stories justifies the time and effort
concerning the origin and use of expended. In the words of "The
culinary and medicinal herbs such Shankei Shimbun" of
Tokyo,
as: "Dill," "Elderberry," "Angeli- Japan: "Europe has a storytell
er
ca," and "Valerian." The last sto- again."
ries in the collection constitute
On Feb. 15, residents of the
mature parables and allegories Jackson
Purchase will have a

Dr. Dieter Jedan, associate professor of German at Murray
State University, and Dr. Milton Grimes,
chairman of the department of foreign languages, look over the
first copy of their translation of Folke
Tegetthoffs "Fairy Tales/Marchen" in Waterfield Library.

unique opportunity to hear the master storyteller in person. At 7 p.m.
in the Calloway County Library,
Tegetthoff will give a public reading of his works. It will be preceded by an autographing party,
and copies of his books will be
available to the public for purchase
at that time.
In regard to the translators, Dr.
Dieter Jedan was born in Germany,
and received his early education
there. After immigrating to the
United States he received his M.A.
and Ph.D. from the University of
Kansas. He taught for several years

at University of California at Los
Angeles and came to Murray State
University in 1985. He has published widely in the fields of the
philosophy of education, language
pedagogy, and German language
and literature. In addition to his
duties as an associate professor of
German, he was recently named
director of Murray State University's Honors Program.
Dr. Milton Grimes received his
B.A. from the University of
Hawaii, his M.A. in German from
Murray State University and his
Ph.D. from Vanderbilt University.

He returned to Murray State University as a professor of German in
1972. After ouilding the Kentucky
Institure for European Studies into
the largest study -abroad program in
the entire region, he was named
chairman of the Murray State University Foreign Language Department in 1985. He publishes in the
fields of international studies and
pedagogy, the German heritage in
the United States, and modern German literature. Presently he is both
the department chairman and director of the Kentucky' Institute for
European Studies.

Academic Showcase auction to feature
$156,000 in items for state scholarships
When the lights go up in Heritage
Hall, more than $156,000 worth of
merchandise and services will go on
the auction block to help provide
scholarships for Kentucky high
school students.
From 8-11 p.m. Jan. 24, Central
and Eastern Kentuckians will be able
to call in and bid on items that run the
gamut from a 1990 Toyota pick-up
truck to 100 hours of drop-in babysitting services. The fifth annual Sweet
Sixteen Academic Showcase Auction
will be televised live on WKYT-27,
WLEX-18, WTVQ-36, WDKY-56,
WYMT-57 (Hazard), Govermnent
Access Channel 3 and Telecable
Cannel 9.
More than 100 items will be auctioned in the four reglular showcases,
lasting 45 minutes each. Bidding will
be accepted throughout the evening
on the super showcase, which consists
of 17 items and packages.
All proceeds from the auction go to
the Sweet Sixteen Academic Showcase, which awards college scholarships for academic skill, enterprise
and achievement among the state's
high school students. This year,
nearly 2,000 students representing
211 high schools have registered for
the competition.
In addition to the scholarships,
students who win in regional competition are provided housing, transportation and some social activities while
in Lexington for the finals. The
auction provides a large portion of the
funding for the program.
Last year, proceeds from the auction totaled $95,040. The retail value
of the showcase items has increased

by $25,000 this year, so auction
organizers are hoping to exceed
$100,000 for the 1990 Sweet Sixteen
Academic Showcase program.
One of the most amazing things
about the auction is that all of these
items and services have been donated
by area businesses," said Mayor
Scotty Baesler. "There is obviously a
great desire in our community to
support education and to encourage
our youth to pursue it," he said. From
the printing of promotional materials
to the phone system for the auction,
everything has been donated for this
event, said Baesler.
0"

Many of the items for the four
regular showcases were solicited by
members of the Lexington Forum,
Said Baesler, and the response thay
got this year was outstanding. "The
support we've received this year has
surpassed anything we've seen in the
past, and the Lexington Forum has
done a great job getting people on the
education bandwagon," he said.
The statewide toll-free number for
the auction is 1-800-356-6969 and the
local number for the Lexington area is
280-BIDS. Once again this year a line
will be dedicated and equipped for the
hearing impaired.
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, Prices Good Thru 7/77/T?

All1Lb. Wieners
Classics, Jumbo Franks
and Originals

Field Bologna

Field Bologna
12 Oz.

1 Lb.

$1 69
Regular, Thick or GarlIc

AFTER INVENTORY SALE
25°/0 OFF
ALL FAMILY SPRING
OUTERWEAR
Save on newest fashions in lightweight
family outerwear.

25°/0 OFF
ALL LEVI JEANS FOR
MEN AND BOYS

25°
'
ALL REEBOK' AND L.A. GEAR'
SHOES FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Athletic shoes for tennis, running,
aerobics, cross-training or casual wear.

25% OFF
ALL ST. JOHN'S BAY'
CASUAL SHOES FOR MEN

Classic boat shoes,slip-ons, rugged looks
and more Leather uppers

OFF
°/b
ALL* MEN'S SHORTS

25

As cool and relaxed as it gets. Bermuda
shorts, casual denims and more, in
assorted fabrics
Percentage off
original prices

fIllfr011•flit

25%

savings on regular or

Percentage oft represents savings on regular or
original prices

25%0FF
MEN'S PAR FOUR'
SPORTSWEAR
Selected casual slacks and knit shirts.

OFF

ALL* JUNIOR SHORTS

Get ready for a season in the sun with cute
shorts in cotton prints, denims, knits and
more. Junior and young junior sizes.
Percentage off represents savings on ?scouter Or
original prices

250,00FF

25% OFF
ALL* KNIT TOPS FOR JUNIORS
Mock turtlenecks, turtlenecks, crews.
henley collars and more.

Sale 29.99 Reg $38 Cotton cargo pants
Sale 19.50 Reg $26 Woven cotton shirt.

25
ALL* NOVELTY T-SHIRTS
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

Their favorite screen -printed tees Cotton
or polyester cotton

OFF
25°'°

250,OFF

MISSES', PETITES' AND
WOMEN'S SIZES

ALL* COORDINATES
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

Au: DENIM JEANS FOR
Save on your favorite styles in sizes to
fit and flatter.

Fun go- ogethers for active kids

250,,OFF

250,0 OFF

ALL* BRAS AND
SHEER HOSIERY

ALL* FLEECE JOGSETS
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

Stock up on your favorite styles now.
(Excludes Stock Up and Save items.)

25% OFF

BUGLE BOY' SPORTSWEAR
FOR YOUNG MEN

OFF

Au: ALICIA' SPORTSWEAR
FOR MISSES', PETITES', AND
WOMEN'S SIZES

$5_$7 OFF
BOYS' BRITISH KNIGHTS"
ATHLETIC SHOES

Sale 34.99-39.99 Reg 39.99-46.99
Basketball shoes with leather uppers.

Atter-Inventory Sale at

CPenney
Murray, Ky.

Sate prices effective through Saturday. Jan 27tn unless
otherwise noted PININI1a119011 off niypresdani
sevlpies on regular price* 'Endre In* sales exclude JCPenney
Smart Vetoes end Spopeasi Is

Store Hours:
Mon.-Set. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Frl. 9-8
Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
Salon Phone 759-9811

Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
int JCPenney Company Inc
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PERSPECTIVE
Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
1. 1 ...Malt• Vresallegtoe, D.C. 211610

ALL KENTUCKIANS SHOULD STAND UP
AND BE COUNTED IN THE 1990 CENSUS

k

Over the next few months, Kentuckians and other Americans will
be called upon to cooperate fully in an undertaking that could help to
determine the quality of our lives in the decade of the 1990s.
This undertaking is the bicentennial census lo count this nation's
entire population -- expected to come to some 250 million people -- as
of April I, 1990.
It is vitally important that all Kentuckians be counted. Recent
estimates show that we are very close to losing one of our seven seats
in the U.S. House of Representatives. A full count will give us a better
chance of keeping our full voice in Washington. It also will ensure fair
representation of all Kentuckians at the state and local levels of
government.
Cooperation with the census goes far beyond merely being counted,
however. It is equally important that all of us take the time to accurately
answer all of the questions on our census forms -- questions dealing
with employment, housing, education, income, age, family size and
many other aspects of our lives.
Our courts have ruled that the answers to these questions are absolutely confidential, with Census Bureau employees facing up to $5,000
in fines and five years in prison for any violation of this trust. The information we prove can be used only for statistical reports offering
a working profile of our state and national populations.
By helping to ensure that this profile is an honest one, we can do
our part to see that the economic and social programs of the future
are based on a clear understanding of the real problems and opportunities of a new decade.
If our profile is distorted, Kentucky could fail to win its fair share
of federal grants that have been totaling about $.35 billion a year nationally.
We could lose opportunities to expand housing for elderly and lowincome Kentuckians. We could lose schools and day care centers,
highway projects, hospitals, job-training centers and many other important public developments. And we could hurt our chances of gaining sorely needed jobs through commercial developments based on the
latest demographic trends.
Kentuckians can contribute in many ways to the efficiency of the
census, a huge undertaking requiring some 480,000 temporary workers
across the nation and some 8,000 in Kentucky. It is estimated, for instance, t4at our government will save $10 million for every 1 percent
of the population that returns census forms on time, eliminating the
need for follow-up efforts.
The census is one of the few activities specifically required by our
U.S. Constitution and has been conducted every 10 years for the past
200 years. We should continue to do everything in our power to see
that this vital part of our democratic process is carried out as our founding fathers intended. We can fulfill that obligation in the coming
months by cooperating as fully as possible with the 1990 census.

Today In History
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 24, the 24th day of 1990. There are 341 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Twenty-five years ago, on Jan. 24, 1965, former British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill died in London at the age of 90.
On this date:
In 1986, the Voyager 2 made its closest approach to the planet Uranus,
coming within 51,000 miles.
In 1987, about 20,000 civil rights demonstrators marched through nearly all-white Forsyth County, Ga., a week after a smaller march was disrupted by Ku Klux Klan members and supporters.
In 1987, gunmen in Lebanon kidnapped three American teachers and an
Indian professor from Beirut University College. (Mithileshwar Singh, the
Indian educator, was later released.)
Today's Birthdays: Television producer Mark Goodson is 75. Actor
Ernest Borgnine is 73. Evangelist Oral Roberts is 72. Former Sen. Paula
Hawkins, R-Fla., is 63. Singer-songwriter Neil Diamond is 49. Former
State Department official Elliott Abrams is 42. Actress Nastassja Kinski
is 29. Gymnast Mary Lou Raton is 22.
Thought for Today: "History with its flickering lamp stumbles along
the trail of the past, trying to reconstruct its scenes, to revive its echoes,
and kindle with pale gleams the passion of former days. What is the worth
of all this? The only guide to a man is his conscience; the only shield to
his memory is the rectitude and sincerity of his actions." — Winston
Churchill.

LOOKING BACK

Mrray Ledger & Times

Look-alikes not so unique
A salesman named George from
downstate Illinois has sent me a
photograph of his face with a
request that I study it closely.
I've done as he asked. The picture shows a man who appears to
be in his 50s. He is balding, wears
glasses, and has a prominent nose
and a few wrinkles.
A note accompanied the picture.
It said; "People tell me we look
alike, and it must be true because a
man came up to me in a bar once
and asked if I was you. And when I
was in Chicago on business, the
same thing happened to me in a
cab. I thought you'd be interested
in knowing you have a look-alike."
Yes, George, I know I have a
look-alike. I have countless lookalikes, In fact, you are only about
the 1,000th person in recent years
to send me their photo, or those of
their dad, uncles or neighbors,
expressing amazement at how
much they resemble me, or I
resemble them, or we resemble
each other.
But there is nothing amazing
about this, and I'll explain why.
There are about 240 million people in this country, maybe more. A
little less than half — let's say 115
million — are males.
About 20 percent of these are
white males between the ages of 45
and 62. That's about 23 million.
From her on, I don't have any
census figures, but we can make
educated guesses.

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lee Paschall

and a boy to Dr. and Mrs. James D.
Outland, Jan. 19.
Thirty years ago
Specialist William C. Roberts is
serving with 35th Artillery at
Wertheim, Germany.
Leon Chambers, G.W. Edmonds,
Herman Darnell and B.H. Dixon
are new officers of Calloway
County Farm Bureau.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Shelton Jr., a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McKinney, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Mardis,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Lilly, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Jarrett and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Ray Keel.
Forty years ago
Narcotics valued at $100 were
stolen last night from Holland Drug
Store, according to Calloway
County Sheriff Wayne Flora.
The Calloway County Rural
Electical Associational Project will
be completed about Feb. 15,
according to John Etid Walker,
manager of the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Coffield Vance, Jan.
16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
T. Story, Jan. 17; and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Lamberth, Jan. 19.

like me. There are millions of us.
And if you include the entire world
population, maybe hundreds of
millions.
.1 see them all the time. But I
don't call out: "Say, there, I notice
that you are bald, weak-eyed and
have a nose of considerable length.
So do I, Isn't that amazing? By
golly, it's a small world."
After a while it gets depressing,
being told by one geek-looking guy
after another that I, too, am a
geeky-looking guy. Keep your
geekiness to yourselves, you geeks.
That's why I've made a major
decision in my life.
I'm going to be taking some time
off soon and will go to a special
hospital spa.
There, surgeons will reduce the
size of my nose and give it a perfect shape, remove all wrinkles and
crow's-feet, cap my teeth, use liposuction and exercise to streamline
my body, and implant a full mane
of blond hair on my head.
Finally, they will fit me with
tinted contact lenses that will
change the color of my eyes to
blue.
When this major rebuilding process is complete, and my new picture appears, the only look-alike
letter I receive should come from
Robert Redford.
On the other hand, what if I hear
from Dan Quayle?
Oh, to hell with it. I'll go fishing, instead.

What is hearsay evidence?
Question: In watching trials in
crime shows on television, I hear a
lot about "hearsay evidence".
Exactly what is "hearsay evidence"
and why is it such a big deal?
Answer: In all trials there are
certain rules of evidence which
must be followed. These rules are
established by either statute or case
law and are for the purpose of
making sure that trials proceed in
an orderly manner. Also, these
rules are for the purpose of guarding and protecting the integrity and
credibility of evidence, as well as
upholding constitutional principles,
such as the right to confront and
cross-examine witnesses against

you.
The evidentiary rules surrounding "hearsay" start out from a very
simple principle and quickly
become complex and confusing.
First of all, the general hearsay
rule states that "hearsay are all out
of court statements, either oral or
written which are offered in the

trial to prove the truth of the matter
asserted". Hearsay is not admissible except under Certain recognized
exceptions to the hearsay rule.
The principle behind the hearsay
rule is that out of court statements
have not been cross-examined and
when brought into the court room
and attempted to be introduced as
evidence they lack substantial credibility to be admitted since they
can not be subjected to the test of
cross-examination. Therefore the
hearsay rule prohibits the use of an
assertion made out of court as testimony of the truth of the fact
asserted.
Sometimes it is very difficult —

even for lawyers and judges — to
tell the difference between hearsay
and non-hearsay use of evidence.
Even hearsay — statements
being introduced to prove the truthfulness of them — have certain
exceptions.
The rule of hearsay evidence is
sometimes confusing. And, one
will not learn much about hearsay
evidence watching television. In
most instances these unrealistic
depictions of court room scenes
bear little resemblance to real trials
where the hearsay rules must be
strictly observed.

Letters to the Editor

Habitat for Humanity thanks donors
Dear Editor:
Work on the first Habitat for
Humanity house in this community
is progressing nicely, and we
would like to thank publicly those
individuals, organizations, and business firms which have donated
money and materials toward the
construction of the house. They
include:
Mike and Vickie Baker (in memory of Charles M. Baker); First
United Methodist Church Quitters
(in memory of Mary Montgomery);
Terry Foreman (in honor of President Jimmy Carter); Barbara Mali-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

By JO BURREEN
Ten years ago
New officers of Temple Hill
Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons are Billy Miller, Daniel
Galloway, Rob Edd Parrish, Stanley Scott, Ricky Harris, Anthony
Wallace, Charlie Lassiter, Cecil
Taylor, Billy Galloway, Larry
Frankhouser, John Grogan and
A.W. Galloway.
Installed as new officers of Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls were Michelle
Cook, Lee Stacey, Tina Bogard,
Clarisa Thorn, Kelly DeWitt,
Angie Thweatt, Trisha Clark,
Melissa George, Lana Lasater and
Vicky Weatherford.
Krista Kennedy and Anthony
Thompson were married recently at
First United Methodist Church.
Twenty years ago
"Ralph McCuiston, new county
road supervisor, was at Bastogne in
World War II when McAuliffe
answered the German demand of
surrender with that now famous
one word, 'Nuts'," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Tony Washer is pictured on Jan.
21 with his stallion and sleigh he
keeps at home of his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Washer of near
Kirksey.
Births reported include a girl to

One guess would be that at least
half of these 23 million males
between 45 and 62 years of age are
bald or balding.
So that scarcity of hair is one
thing that you, George, and I have
in common with at least 11 or 12
million other males in our age
bracket.
And I would guess that about 60
or 70 percent of them wear glasses
some or all of the time.
That is something else that
George and I have in common with
about 14 million of these males.
Now, let us consider noses. Basically, there are three kinds of
noses: small, medium and large.
In some countries, where most of
the population can trace its ancestry back to one ancient tribe, the
majority of the noses might be
small. In others, it might be
medium. And there are some noble
countries where large male noses
predominate.
But Americans came from all
over the globe, giving us the greatest variety of noses of any nation
on earth.
And since men are less vain then

women, the nose you see on a man
is likely to be the honest product of
his parent's genes than of cosmetic
surgery.
So for the sake of argument, let
us say that one third of all males
noses are small, one third medium,
and one third large.
If so, one third of the 23 million
males betwen the ages of 45 and 62
have prominent honkers.
Which means, George, that you
and I have that in common with
about 8 million other men in our
age bracket.
So I would make a conservative
guess that there are at least 8 million men in this country who share
the following characteristics: They
are aging, bald or balding, wear
glasses, and have a big beak.
Eight million and maybe more.
That's about the size of the entire
New York or Los Angeles metropolitan area. Many nations have
small populations. So that's not
exactly a unique or exclusive club.
Why, if you lopped off our our
noses and laid them end to end,
they would stretch from Chicago to
St. Louis.
Considering these figures, I ask
your tolerance in allowing me to be
blunt for a few paragraphs.
Look, George and the rest of
you, 1 am fed up with looking at
unsolicitedpictures of agingmyopic, big-schnozzed skinheads. I'm
even more fed up being reminded
that I look like you, or you look

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The winning numbers selected
Tuesday in the Kentucky State
Lottery's Kentucky Cash game
were 0-8-2.
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nauskas (in honor of her father
Robert M. Hansen); Phil and
JoAnn Niffenegger (in honor of his
father); Wesley Foundation (in
memory of Mrs. Mary Louise Pierce); Hollie Alderdice; Dr. Bill and
Dr. Rose Marie Allbritten; Nowell
and Lula Bingham; Mona and
Mark Blankenship; Frank and Elizabeth Blodgett; Robert and Betty
Boss; George H. and Barbara A.
Brown; Dr. James Byrn; Paul and
Melba Casey; Kathy Cohen; Pat
and Violet Covington; Robert and
Hazel Crenshaw; Joe Dick; Van
Bogard and Geraldine Dunn;
Woodrow Evens; Louis Fairchild;
Mrs. R. W. Farrell; Robert R. and
Edwina Garrison; Alex and Sallie
Gay; Charles K. and Jewell
Guthrie, Mr. and Mrs. Damon W.
Harrison; Keith M. Heim; George
and Gracie Holland; H. E. Holton.
Tass and Toni Hopson; Chuck
and Paula Hulick; Terry Isaacs;
Conrad and ,Evelyn Jones; Frank
and Carol Julian; Linda Kelly; Rick
Lamkin; Geraldine Lovins; Richard
and Sandra Lucas, Paul and Juanita
Lynn; Robert 0. Miller; Dr. and
Mrs. Charles W. Moore; Leslie and
Mary Moore; Mary E. Moore;
Kathryn V. Mowery; Kenneth and
Jean Olsen; Don Overbey; Mr. and
Mrs. Keith Paschall; Russell and
Augustine Pounds; Dr. and Mrs.
Michael Ridley; Hoyt Roberts; Mr.
and Mrs. David Roos; Jack and
Janice Rose; Sharon and Michael
Russell, James and Nancy
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Schempp; John R. and Elizabeth
Thompson; Dr. Steve Trevathan;
John H. and Delma Trotter; Clyde
and Helen Vaughn; Helen Vaughn.
Ashton Wagner; Joe Pat Ward;
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward; James
and Marilyn Willis; Alfred and
Emily Wolfson, Richard 0. Woods;
Mary Anne Yanz; Ray Zimmerman; Bank of Murray; Brenda's
Beauty Salon; Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church; Carroll
Tire; J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home; Coldwater United Methodist
Church; Creative Interiors; D&T
Warehouse Foods; Elm Grove Baptist Church; Episcopal Diocese of
Kentucky; Fain Insurance; First
Baptist Church; First Christian
Church; First United Methodist
Church, Goshen United Methodist
Church; HT Marketing; Kellers'
J-G Chemists; Ken Lake Foods,
Kiwanis Club Project; Knights of
Columbus; Locust Grove Baptist
Church; Martha's.
Mason Chapel United Methodist
Church; Miller Funeral Home;
Motor Parts & Bearing; Murray
Civitan; Murray Calloway County
Vocational Center; Murray Lions
Club; Murray Plaza Court; Murray

Seventh Day Adventist Church;
Murray "Ledger & Times"; Overbey and Overbey; Palestine United
Methodist Church; Peoples Bank;
Pier 1 Imports; Printing Services;
Republic Savings Bank; Rudolph
Tires; Rudy Lovett Distributors;
Russell's Chapel; Ryan Milk; Safe
T Discount Pharmacy; Sears; South
Pleasant Grove Methodist Church;
St. Johns Episcopal Church; Si
Leo's Church; St. Leo's Children
Vacation Bible School; The Mailhouse; Twin Lakes Office Products; Vanderbilt Chemical;
Wesley Foundation; Westside Baptist Church; WSJP; Wynn, Inc.
We are hoping that the family
we have selected can move into
their new home yet this spring.
However, if we are to be able to
complete it on time, we need to
raise approximatley $5,000 yet
toward the final cost. If you can
help us in this worthwhile project,
please mail your donation to Habitat for Humanity, P.O. Box 1139,
Murray.
Sincerely,
David Roos, President
Habitat for Humanity, Inc.

Murray Art Guild thanks
helping hands in 1989
Dear Editor,
The Murray Art Guild would
like to thank the following individuals, business and organizations
who contributed to the operation
and programs of the Guilding in
1989. Because of their support, the
Guild was able to offer several new
activities and involve many more
residents of this area. The Guild
receives partial funding from:Kentucky Arts Council; Business for
the Arts Committee, Chamber of
Commerce; Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Patrons: Jackie Jones; Jones Iron
and Metal; Bad of Murray; People
Bank; Kentucky Lake Oil
Company.
Donors: Hopkinsville Federal

Savings Bank; Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy; Treas Lumber
Do-It Center; "Murray Ledger and
Times"; Dr. & Mrs. Richard W.
Farrell; W. J. & Martha Pitman;
Dr. James M. Byrn; Mr. & Mrs.
James Garrison; Mrs. Damon W.
Harrison; Kathy Kopperud; Betty
H. Lowry.
Friends: Rose Marie Bryan; Mrs.
M. G. Carman; Mary Simmons;
Ross Insurance Agency, Far Lands
Travel Agency; Elizabeth B. Igleheart; Betty Boston; Dr. James W.
Courtney; Lou Ann Philpot; Charles Roberts, Karen Boyd; Mike
Holton.
Sincerely,
Patricia A. Clark
103 N. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

MURRAY TODAY
The Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Thursday, Jan. 25,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All members and interested
persons are invited and urged to attend, according to a spokesperson for
the society.

Kiddie Kollege will open
Eastwood Kiddie Kollege has been scheduled at Eastwood Baptist
Church, Highway 94 East. Children from six weeks up to school age are
now being =died for sessions from 6:30 a.m. to 5:15 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Tina Haley and Sheila Nance will be directors. For information call 759-1320 or 753-0716.

Parents' Night Out Friday
Parents' Night Out will be Friday, Jan. 26, from 6 to 10 p.m. at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church. This will now be held each second
and fourth Friday of the month. Dropins are welcome. For more information call 753-5809.

Shanna Breanne Clayton born
Mr. and Mrs. Joey G. (Noss) Clayton of Rt. 1, Box 160, Buchanan,
Tem., are the parents of a daughter, Sharma Breanne, weighing seven
IS III. seven ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born on Tuesday, Jan. 9, at
.26 Lm. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Sheila Galbreath. They have one son, Joshua. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby G. Clayton of RL 1, Buchanan, and Mr. and Mrs. Billy G.
Galbreath of Cam
Tenn.

"Butineu Basics for Emerging Craftspeople" will be the theme of
workshops scheduled for Mayfield, Madisonville and Bowling Green in
late February. Workshop dates are: Feb. 22, Holiday Inn, Mayfield; Feb.
23, Days Inn, Madisonville, and Greenwood Executive Inn, Bowling
Green. This is the first in the 1990 workshop series sponsored by the Kentucky Department of the Arts and the Kentucky Art and Craft Foundation
with special assistance from the Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen.
Registration must by Feb. 15. For information call 1-589-0102 or write
Kentucky An and Ceraft Foundation, 609 West Main SL, Louisville, Ky.
40202.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Billy Schroader of Almo and Joe Namey of Hardin from Lourdes; Louise Utley of Hardin, William Adams, Patricia Huffinc, Fausteen
Elkins and Ronald Prescott, all of Murray, Neal Brooks of Farmington,
Barbara Huffman of Buchanan, Tenn., and Matthews Fulkerson of Almo
from Western Baptist.

CPR Class scheduled Feb. 3
A CPR (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) Recertification Class, sponsored by Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross, will be Saturday, Feb. 3, in Education Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. To
enroll call the Red Cross office, 753-1421, Monday through Friday from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Crystal Ball to be Saturday
Lindsay Dean cekbrated her first birthday on Dec. 8, 1989, with a
party at McDonald's in Paris, Tenn. She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David Dean of Puryear, Tenn. Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Dean of Paris Tenn., and Mrs. Trudy Ferguson of Puryear.

Thurman School of Dance of Murray will sponsor its annual Crystal
Ball on Saturday, Jan. 27, from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight in the ballroom of
Elks Lodge at Paris, Tenn. The cost will be $12 per person. A floor show
of ballroom dancing will be featured. The public is invited, according to
Elsie and Boogie Thurman, school officials.

New Orleans trip scheduled

Charlie Daniels
talks about song
in an interview

An Amtrak trip to the French Quarter Festival at New Orleans, La., has
been planned for April 5 to 8. Planning the trip is Far Lands Travel Agency Inc. Reservations must be made by Feb. 1. For more information call
753-4646.

Ali Caitlin Gardner born

Mistianna Lee Holcomb, daughter.of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Holcomb
of 1716 Holiday Dr., Murray, has been initiated into Kappa Delta Sorority
at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green. She is a freshman
majoring in home economics education and is active in Junior Pan Hellenic. Holcomb is a graduate of Calloway County High School.

Mr. and Mrs. Greg Gardner of Rt. 1, Pace Lane, Hardin, are the parents
of a daughter, Ali Caitlin, weighing eight pounds two ounces, measuring
211/4 inches, born on Tuesday, Jan. 9, at 7:49 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have a son, Chad, 10. The mother is the former
Debbie Collins. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Gene Collins and Mrs.
Marion Gardner and the late Joe Gardner, all of RL 1, Hardin. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dick and Mrs. Iva Fennel, RL 1,
Hardin, arid Edgar Collins, Ri 9, Benton.

Navy Seaman Recruit Julie A. Higgins, daughter of Jimmy D. Higgins,
RL 3, Murray, has completed recruit training at Recruit Training Command, Orlando, Fla. During her eight-week training cycle, she studied
general military subjecdts designed to prepare her for further academic
and on-the-job training in one of the Navy's 85 basic fields. Her studies
included seamanship, close order drill, Naval history and first aid. She
also was eligible for three hours of college credit in physical education
and hygiene. A 1988 graduate of Calumet High School, Gary, Inc., she
joined the Navy in July 1989.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Country rock musician Charlie
Daniels says he isn't the hidebound, simplistic person .whose
views are presented in the song
"Simple Man."
But Daniels has sympathy for
him. The song's lyrics advocate the
lynching of anybody involved in
drugs and call for a slow death for
child abusers by leaving them for
alligators and rattlesnakes.
"When I say I'm a simple man,
it's simple attitudes," Daniels said.
"Obviously, I'm being facetious
with the song. I certainly don't
think we should string anybody up
from a tree or leave people out in
the swamp."
During a recent interview at his
ranch, Daniels expressed some of
the same frustration voiced in the
song.
"This country is inundated with
violent crime and we're not dealing
with it," Daniels said. "Most
things are a lot simpler than people
want them to be. If you got a fire,
you put it out."

Grant Steven Jones born
Mr. and Mrs. David Jones of Versailles are the parents of a son, Grant
Steven, weighing seven pounds six ounces, born on Sunday, Jan. 7, at
4:02 a.m. at Central Baptist Hospital, Lexington. The mother is the former
Deena Dailey. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey Jr. of Murray
and Mrs. Robert Jones and the late Mr. Jones of Henderson. Greatgrandmothers are Mrs. Nina Thompson of Benton and Ms. Lura Wood of
Henderson.

Major Dunlap now in Hawaii
Maj. Paul W. Dunlap was presented the Air Assault Badge upon graduation from the U.S. Army's air assault school at Schofield Barracks,
Hawaii. During the course, he learned to rapidly and safely exit a helicopter from a variety of difficult situations, whether descending into tree tops
or lowering himself or injured soldiers down sheer drops. The major is a
1968 graduate of Calloway County High School and received a master's
degree in 1974 from Murray State University. He is the son of Alvena A.
Dunlap of Rt. 2, Murray.

Cpl. Gray in Mediterranean area
Marine epL Timothy E Gray, son of Charles W. and Linda G. Reed of
Rt. 1, Hardin, recently deployed to the Mediterranean Sea while serving
with 24th Marine Expeditionary Unit, Camp Lejeune, N. C. He was one
of nearly 2,200 Marines and sailors who departed from Morehead City,
N.C., aboard ships of Amphibious Squadron-Six for the six-month
deployment The service members joined more than 3,000 sailors aboard
the five ships that comprise the squadron homeported in Norfolk and
Little Creek, Va. A 1986 graduate of Marshall County High School, he
joined the Marine Corps in July 1986.

SOS plans Games' Night
The Singles Organizational Society will have Games Night on Thursday, Jan. 25, at 7 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University. Betty
will be hostess for this event which will include bowling, pool, video
games and ping Long. On Saturday, Jans27, the SOS will sponsor an
"Hawaiian Dance from 7:30 p.m. to 12 midnight at Curris Center. For
more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
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Holcomb in Kappa Delta sorority

Julie Higgins at Orlando, Fla.
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Workshops are scheduled

Head Start to host training
Murray Head Start will host a training on "How to Operate A Family
Day Cart Home" on Friday, Jan. 26, from 9:30 Lm. to 12 noon in Cumberland Room, Curris Center, Murray State University. Interested community persons are invited to attend at no charge. Carol Krampe, Family
Day Care Consultant, and Michelle Smith, Nutrition Coordinator from the
Audubon Area Community Services, Inc., will present the training which
will provide information about how to become a state certified small family day care home and receive money from the Child Care Feeding Program. For more information or to make reservations, call Cindy Andrews at
753-7586.
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Jo Burkeen, editor

DATEBOOK
Humane Society will meet

24,

Dorothy McKenzie gives
Magazine Club program
Dorothy McKenzie was leader
for the program on "Christmas:
Pagan or Christian?" presented at
the December meeting of Murray
Magazine Club held at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.
Mrs. McKenzie opened her presentation with a quote from a poem
by the Rev. Percy R. Hayward:
"For my pagan practice and heathen ancestry have been redeemed at
the touch of Christ. Once His name
and Spirit blessed them, they were
the same no more."
She spoke of many customs and
celebrations of the season, both
pagan and Christian.
Mrs. McKenzie, as is her custom, presented each member a
copy of Little Lecsnns from Life,
Volume VI, by Dorothy Burke
McKenzie.
Edith Noffsinger, Lula Belle

Hodges, Toni Hopson and Peggy
Billington assisted in presenting
the program.
The devotion from Open Windows, Dec. 25, was given by Lucy
Lilly. She also read the Christmas
Story from the book of Luke.
Norinne Winter presided.
Reports were given by Frances
Brown, secretary, and Clinton
Rowlett, treasurer.
Miss Brown presented the slate
of officers for 1990 as follows:
Edith Noffsinger, president; Norinne Winter, vice president; Frances
Brown, secretary; Clinton Rowlett,
treasurer.
The hostess, Clinton Rowlett,
served refreshments. She presented
each one with nosegay favors. Present were 19 members.
The club will meet Thursday,
Jan. 25, at I p.m. with Hazel Tarry
as hostess.

THEATRES

Tango
Cash R
Steel
Magnolias (PG)
Tremors
(PG13)
War of the
Roses
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun.
1.0 2
Rent your moviesiat the movies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-331-1
Open 11:am to 10:pm

This
Weeks
Special

Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & French Fries

----

Special Gocci Thru Jan. 27
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045
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WASHINGTON - First Lady
Barbara Bush paid tribute Tuesday
to Head Start and assured a crowd
of program officials and volunteers
"George Bush knows our children
need more."
Mrs. Bush, accompanied by
Health Secretary Louis Sullivan
and Mary Sheila Gall, assistant
secretary for Human Development
Services, briefly addressed a luncheon celebrating the 25th anniver-

sary of Head Start and then helped
cut a three-tier birthday cake while
the audience sang, "Happy
Birthday."
"I've come to talk to you about
education, volunteerism, family,
drug abuse prevention, community
activism, health care and competitiveness. Now before you all settle
down for a long winter's nap. I can
say it all in just two words 'Head
Start,'" Mrs. Bush told about 500
people attending the Head Start
Volunteer and Community Partnerships Institute Conference.

One-year-old Matthew Collins
was winner of a Christmas stocking given away last month by the
Medical Arts Pharmacy at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. About three thousand
entrants had a chance to win the
stocking. Matthew is the son of
Kenny and Pam Collins, 1107
South 16th St., Murray. Matthew's father works as an emergency medical technician with the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Ambulance Service.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Jan.
23, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Watson baby girl, parents, Lesa
and Dave, Rt. 2, Box 136A,
Murray;
Jordon baby boy, parents, Nancy
and Terry, Rt. 4, Box 12A, Camden, Tenn.;
Theus baby girl, mother, Abeline, 907 Riggins Si, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Miss Vickey Eveu, Rt. 9, Box
575, Benton; Mrs. Joyce Evans, Rt.
4, Box 285A, Paris, Tenn.; Alvin
Stuckcnborg, MSU, Murray;
David Watson, 1625 Miller Ave.,
Murray; Thomas Reed, 109 Spruce
St., Murray; Mrs. Belinda Turley,
Rt. 1, Box 46, Hazel;
W.G. Martin, P.O. Box 82,
Hazel; Mrs. Mary Short, Rt. 5, Box
928, Murray; Mrs. Rose Platt, Rt.
3, Jackson Drive, Paris, Tenn.;
George Thornton, Rt. 1, Box
183, Kirksey; Elliott Cole, 710 A
Sycamore St., Murray; Mrs. Cora
Smith, Rt. 8, Box 614, Benton;
Mrs. Rama Pierce, Rt. 1, Box
1A, Farmington; Miss Tabith
Wyatt, Rt. 2, Box 75, Benton;
James Parker, 1629 Catalina Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Larue Latimer, Rt. 1, Box
272, Purycar, Tenn.; Miss Debra
Gilliland, Rt. 1, Box 90B, Springville, Tenn.; Mrs. Era Young, Rt. I.
Farmington.

vices and has been widely touted as
one of the most successful educational programs offered.
The first lady singled out Head
Stan programs in Hanford, Conn.,
rural Pennsylvania, Dayton, Ohio
and Kansas City, Mo.
"To know Head Start is to love
Head Start and we need to know
more. George Bush knows our
children need more," said Mrs.
Bush. "He has pledged that every
eligible 4-year-old should have a
head start in life."
President Bush next week will

propose a spending increase of at
least $49 million, about 3.5 percent, for Head Start for the 1991
fiscal year, which begins in October, a source told The Associated
Press last month. He then will follow up in his State of the Union
address with a call for "School
Readiness" of children as one key
national education goal.
According to documents
obtained by the AP, one education
goal will be that "by the year
2000, every child in America will
start school ready to learn."

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

KRAFT

MACARONI
& CHEESE

Local hospital lists
newborn admissions
and dismissals
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Jan.
22, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Montgomery baby boy, parents,
Tammy and Mike, Rt. 2, Box 159,
Hazel;
Nance baby boy, parents, Denise
and Timmy, Rt. 3, Box 181A, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Arlene Adams, Rt. 1, Box
372, Murray; Mrs. Mildred Lowe,
307 North Eighth St., Murray; Hall
Wilkinson, B3 Mobile Home Village, Murray;
Mrs. Sarah Neighborgall, Grisby
Lane, Cadiz; Stephen Blassingame,
P.O. Box 38, Dukedom;
Ewin Jones, 1 1 1 North Ninth Si,
Murray; Mrs. Velda Oldham, Box
72, Almo; James Farris, Rt. 7, Waldrop Dr., Mayfield;
Mrs. Marelle Orr, Box 95,
Hazel; Otis Woods, 522 South
Seventh St., Murray; MIS. Mozell
Jones, 111 North Ninth St.,
Murray;
James &fader (expired) Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray; Robert R.
Farmer (expired) 106 South 14th
St., Murray.

Mrs. Bush, presented with a
poster and certificate, acknowledged that "most think of Head
Start as simply an effective nursery
school" but said the comprehensive program provides the "main
meal" of the day for some of the
low-income 3- and 5-year-old participants and the first dental checkup for others.
Currently, some 1,300 local
Head Start programs are serving
453,000 youngsters nationwide.
The program provides education,
social, medical and nutritional ser-
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PETS OF THE -WEEK - These three animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are,
from left, "Lady," a female adult dog mix; "Dirty Face," a female eight-week-old orangewhite Tabby; and
"Tramp," a male adult Malamute mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the
shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. For
information call 759-4141.
_
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The Murray Civitan Club will
host its annual "Honor Our Preachers" program on Thursday, Feb. 1,
at Homeplace Restaurant.
Civitans and guests will have a
buffet dinner at 6:45 p.m. Rowena
Emerson, program chairman, will
present as speaker, Talmadge
Jones, former chaplain at Kentucky
State Penitentiary.
All local ministers are invited to
be the guests of the Civitans
whether they happen to receive a
personal invitation or not, a club
spokesperson said.

Clergy Appreciation Week is
observed by Civitan international
during the week of Jan. 28 to Feb.
3.
This date is selected to coincide
with the date of Feb. 3, 1943, at
1:15 a.m. when the troop transport
Dorchester was torpedoed and sank
in the frigid North Atlantic waters
of Greenland by a German submarine. Within 27 minutes, 678 of the
904 men on board were lost in the
iceberg waters.
Among the 678 men were four
chaplains: A.D. Goode, Jewish rab-

Camera Club
hears Watkins
at its meeting

YOUR LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club heard a program by Gary
Watkins of McCarthy Studios,
Lone Oak, at its meeting on Jan. 8
at Calloway County Public Library.
Watkins showed examples of his
studio work and discussed lighting,
posing, etc., and took questions
from the club.
The club is now exhibiting work
through part of January in the
meeting room/display room of the
Calloway Public Library. Club
members showing work are Margaret Terhune, Tom Maxwell,
Robert Crenshaw, Beth Parker,
Gary White and Joanna D'Loy
Bailey.
Photography contest entries are
to be received through Jan. 19 by
the club at the Public Library. First
prize will be $75. Sponsors of the
contest are ArtCraft Photography,
Allison Photography, Purdom
Motors Inc., Storey's Food Giant
and Radio Station WBLN.
Present were Linda and Bert Sicbold, Gary Watkins and two of his
friends, Jackie Jones, Gary White,
Gary White Jr., Beth Parker, Paul
Yambert, Robert Crenshaw, John
Kautzman and Joanna Bailey.
The next club meeting will be
Monday, Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. in Annex
of Calloway, County Public
Library. This will be an open program with club members showing
slides and other works. The public
is invited to attend, according to
Beth Parker, club secretary.

PRICES GOOD WED., JAN. 24TH
THRU TUES., JAN. 30TH

WHITE, BROWN, DARK BROWN
C&H

MAXWELL HOUSE

POWDERED SUGAR

COFFEE

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

USDA CHOICE CHICKEN

TENDERS

La.$319 BACON

STEAK

FIELD'S WHOLE KENTUCKIAN

HAM

Country-western
and The Top Ten
records are listed

FIELD'S

USDA CHOICE CHUCKEYE
LB.$319

$199

Best selling Top Ten and
Country-western records of week
of Jan. 21 have been released as
follows:

EMGE SMOKED

PICNICS
FRESH EXPRESS

PIZZA

OHSE
SLICED SLAB

JIMMY DEAN'S
HAMBURGERS-CHEESEBURGERS

FIELD'S
PROLEAGUER

WIENERS

FAMILY PACK

CASH POT
$3000°
BERTHA HINES
LAST WEEKS WINNER!

bi; George Fox, Methodist minister, J.P. Washington, Irish Catholic; and Clark Poling, Dutch
Reformed Church.
These four chaplains went down
with the ship because they gave
their life jackets to soldiers who
had none. "The Chapel of Four
Chaplains" is located in Philadelphia, Pa., and was dedicated as a
memorial by President Harry Truman in 1953.
Civitan President John Emerson
urges all citizens to express their
gratitude to local ministers for the
services they render to the people
of Murray and Calloway County,
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The Top Ten
E "Pump Up the lain,' Technotromc
2. "Another Day in Paradise," Phil Collins
3. "Don't Know Much," Linda Ronstadt
with Aaron Neville
4. "Rhythm Nation," Janet Jackson
5. "How Am I Supposed to Live Without
You," Michael Bolton
6. "Just Like hue James," Cher
7. "Just Between You and Me," Lou Gramm
8. "With Every Beat of My Heart," Taylor
Da yne
9. "This One's for the Children," New Kids
on the Block
10. "Everything," Jody Watley
Country-Western
1. "That Just About Does It," Vern Gosdth
2. "Who's Lonely Now," Highway 101
3. "It Ain't Nothing," Keith Whitley
4. "It's You Again," Skip Ewing
5. "Many a Long and Lonesome Highway,"
Rodney Crowell
6. "Out of Your Shoes," Lome Morgan
7. "Nobody's Home," Clint Black
8. "My Arms Stay Open All Night," Tanya
Tucker
9. "A Woman in Love," Ronnie Milsap
10. "When I Could Caine Horne to You,"
Steve Wanner
(Source: Cashbox mistime)

Fiction and
non-fiction books
listed for the week
Best selling books for the week
of Jan. 21 have been released as
follows:
FICTION
I. "The Bad Place," Dean R. Koontz
2. "A Ruling Plosion," Judith Michael
3. "Daddy," Danielle Steel
4. "Counterattack," W.E.B. Griffin
S. "The Dark Half," Stephen King
6. "Caribbean," James A. Michener
7. "Cold Harbour," Jack Higgins
8. "Harmful Intent," Robin Cook
9. "White Min*" Eric V. Lustbader
10. "Dragon Wing," Margarita Weiss and
Tracy Hickman
NON-FICTION
I. "Wealth Without Risk," Charles Givens
2. "Liar's Poker," Michael M. Lewis
3. "It Wu ofklire When I Lay Down on It,"
Robert FulghurA
4. 'The T-Pactor Diet," Martin Katahn
5. "Megatrends 2000," John Naisbin and
Patricia Aburdene
6. "Devices and Desires," P.D. James
7. "My rum," Nancy Reagan
I. "The Way To Cook," Julia Child
9. "Roseanne," Roseanne Barr
10. "Barbarians at the Gate," Bryan Bur.
roughand John Helyar
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800432-9346
KENTUCKY CAT FOR MAW NESOURCES
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Conley and Fuqua wedding on June 2 Powell-Lilly wedding planned Feb. 24
Mr. and Mrs. Lannie Powell of
Cadiz announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Milisa Carol, to Ralph
Edrnon Lilly, son of Carlos and
Linda Elkins of Murray and the
late Prentice Lilly.
Grandparents of the bride-elect
are Mrs. Emma Dunn of Cadiz and
the late Coach J.D. Dunn of Louisville, and Mrs. Mamie Campbell of
Cadiz.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Comic Jones of
Murray and the late Mr. and MIS.
Ralph Lilly, formerly of Trigg
County.
Miss Powell is a graduate of
Trigg County High School.
Mr. Lilly is a graduate of Calloway County High School. He is
employed by Ryan Milk Company
of Murray.
The wedding is scheduled for
Saturday, Feb. 24, at 6 p.m. at
Christian Fellowship Church, Highway 68, Briensburg.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Conley of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Kela Sharee, to James E.
Fuqua, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
P. Fuqua of Springfield, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Varney of Belfry and of Mrs. Dorothy Conley and the late Edgar
Conley of Jenkins.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Earl Foster
of Knoxville, Tenn., and of Jimmy
Fuqua and the late Mrs. Minerva
Fuqua of Springfield, Tenn.
Miss Conley, a 1987 graduate of
Eastwood Christian Academy of
Murray, is a junior majoring in
elementary education at Pensacola
Christian College, Pensacola, Fla.
Mr. Fuqua is a 1987 graduate of
Tabernacle Christian Academy of
Springfield, Tenn. He is a junior
with a major in youth ministries at
Pensacola Christian College.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 2, at 2
p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church,
Murray.
All friends and relatives arc
invited to attend.

-11
Milisa Carol Powell and
Ralph Edmon Lilly to marry

MURRAY TODAY

Kela Sharee Conley,fiancee
of James E. Fuqua

Jo Burkeen, editor

Community events listed
WHAT'S COOKIN'
ON WEDNESDAY?
Liver and
Onions

$3.79

Served with a choice of3 vegetables and
a roll or cornbread.
At Parttipating
Limited Tirne
Offer

II

• 11
to 1111

AIR

JOAO Wear
prn
sdaY
4 p.m.

FAMILY RESTAURANTS
II •
•
111
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Views On
Dental Health®
Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

WHY DENTAL FLOSS?
Dental plaque is the primary
cause of tooth decay and gum
disease. A tooth brush can help
remove plaque from visible surfaces but cannot remove it from
between the teeth and beneath
the gum line. Unwaxed floss is
most often recommended to remove plaque from these hidden
areas. Here's how to use it:
Cut off about 18 inches of
floss and wrap the ends around
the middle fingers, leaving about 2inches between the hands.
Guide it with thumbs for the top
teeth and index fingers for lowers. Pass the floss gently between two teeth, sliding several
times to the gum and back along
the side ofone tooth. Repeat the
scraping on the side of the adja-

cent tooth and move on until all
teeth are flossed.
A word of caution: Always
control the floss. Try never to
snap the floss suddenly between
two teeth as the gums may be
sensitive. Use a gentle, sawing
motion. If gums bleed, you may
be flossing too hard,or they may
be in poor health. It makes
sense to have your dentist or
hygienist demonstrate the flossing method to you. It will help
insure the future health of your
teeth and gums.
Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

Wednesday, Jan. 24
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Workday sponsored by Women's Guild at 9 a.m.;
New Altar Servers meeting at 4:30
p.m.; Mass at 7 p.m.; RCIA at 7:30
p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 Lm.; Handbell
Choir at 4:15 p.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Wednesday Night Fellowship
at 5:30 p.m. and Study on Prayer at
6:15 p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.
A trio composed of Christina
Todd, Maria Jennings and Kern
Conley will sing at 7:30 p.m. at
Eastwood Baptist Church. ChOir
practice will be at 6:30 p.m.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include family night
potluck with Golden Circle Class
in charge at 6 p.m. and Baptist
Women, Brotherhood, Acteens,
RAs, GAs and Mission Friends at 7
p.m.

Wednesday, Jan. 24
ta Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Fresh Start Stop Smoking Class
will meet at 5:30 p.m. in board
room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Thursday, Jan. 25
Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Murray Magazine Club will meet
at 1 p.m. with Hazel Tarry.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.
Golden Age Club will meet at 11
a.m. in social hall of First United
Methodist Church.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.

Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.

Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at American Legion
Building.

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Bible Study and
Prayer meeting at 7 p.m. and
Weekly Workers' meeting at 8 p.m.

Discipleship Training Curriculum Workshop will be at 7 p.m. at
Hardin Baptist Church.

Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club classes at
4:45 p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7:30 p.m.

Citizenship Test for Dogs will be
at 7 p.m. at old Central High
School gymnasium, Paris, Tenn.
For information call 753-5620.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Youth Handbells and potluck
supper at 5:30 p.m.; prayer meeting, Children's Choirs and Klayma-

Purchase Area Alliance for the
Mentally Ill (PAAMI) will meet at
7 p.m. in Oval Room, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Thursday, Jan. 25
Prenatal Nutrition Program for
Teen Mothers-to-be will be at 3:15
p.m. at Willis Center, North L.P.
Miller St., adjacent to Kenlake
Foods. For information call
753-1979 or 753-1452.
Ladies' Community-wide Bible
Study will be at 1 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Singles Organizational Society
will have Games Night with Betty
as hostess at 7 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University. For
information call Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, 753-0224.
U.S. Census Bureau will give
tests for crewleaders and enumerators at 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce building,
Murray.
Family YMCA will have Tots in
Motion for 3-5 years at 4:30 p.m.
at Carter Elementary School, and
Aerobics at 6:45 p.m. at Robertson
Elementary School.
Drawing and Painting Workshop
will be at 4 p.m. at Murray Montessori School.
ROTC Leadership Lab will have
a U.S. Army radio/telephone
demonstration at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 209, Stewart Stadium, Murray State University. Admission is
free.
"My Beautiful Laundrette," a
1986 film from Great Britain, will
be shown free at 7:30 p.m. in Curris Center theater, Murray State
University.
Junior trombone recital of Reece
King will be at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be

Thursday, Jan. 25
on courtsquare in downtown Murray from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and Ito 3
p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Compassionate Parents will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in board rill, of
Murray-Calloway County • 'ital.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
New Murray Singles Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center. For information
call Kenneth, 753-3580, or Mary,
753-1334.
Calloway County High School
Girls' Varsity Basketball teams
will play at 6 p.m. at Hickman
County High School.
Calloway County High School
Boys Freshman Basketball team
will host Mayfield at 5:30 p.m.
Calloway County Middle School
Eighth Grade Basketball team will
host Benton at 6 p.m.
Murray High School Freshmen
Basketball Boys will host Graves
County High School at 6:30 p.m.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; Liturgical Art
Committee at 7 p.m.
Bible Study on Mark will be at
10 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
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'Guns N' Roses' causes havoc on music awards
show with vulgarity; outrages television viewers
LOS ANGELES (Al') — Profanities uttered by the heavy metal
band Guns N' Roses were beard by
millions of TV viewers tuned in to
the American Music Awards and
brought a barrage of complaints
and an apology from ABC.
"As a policy we can't discuss
specific numbers, but I can acknowledge that we have received
many calls during the telecast and
this morning protestin; the fact
that the program contained offensive language," network spokeswoman Janice Gretemeyer said this
morning from New Yon..
Guns N' Roses, with a reputation
for raunchy behavior, won two
awards during the Monday night
ceremony at the Shrine Auditorium, one as favorite heavy metal
group and the other for best heavy
metal album, "Appetite for
Destruction."
Tbe band was cut off in midsentence while accepting its first
award when guitarist Slash used a
profanity.
Slash and fellow band member
Duff "Rose" McKegan stumbled
to the stage and draped themselves
over the speaker's stand to accept
the second award. They were
quickly cut off when they began
using profanities again.
The three-hour telecast was
shown live in the East. The offensive language was edited out of the
tape-delayed West Coast version.
"We regret that last night's telecast of American Music Awards
"'contained some offensive language," Gretemeyer said. "This
has not happened before in the ,17
years that the awards show has
been on the lir and we will take
precautionary measures to see that
it will not happen in future
telecasts."
ABC may use a seven-second
delay in the future, she said.
A receptionist at Geffen
Records, the band's label, said telephone lines were jammed At the
company's Sunset Boulevard
offices and no one was available

for comment.
"Live programming leads to
spontaneous occurrences and
unfortunately last night's was
regrettable," Dick Clark, producer
of the show, said in a statement.
We will take all steps possible
toward preventing a recurrence."
Paul Shefrin, a publicist for
Clark, said Clark's office had
received numerous calls complaining about the language, but he
couldn't determine how many.
Five months ago, dick clark productions was victimized by comedian Andrew Dice Clay when he
used a profanity on the MTV Video

Music Awards. The Sept. 6 show
was also televised live nationwide
on cable's music channel.
MTV officials announced afterward that the comic was banned for
life from the cable channel.
Guns N' Roses has offended
before.
Last year, the sponsors of an
AIDS benefit concert in New York
dropped the band from the lineup
because of anti-homosexual lyrics
on some of their songs. Among the
songs deemed objectionable was
"One in a Million," which uses a
degrading term for homosexuals
and implies they spread the
disease.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
You don't learn to hold your own in
the world by standing on guard, but
by attacking, and getting well hammered yourself"
— George Bernard Shaw.

Put yourself in today's East chair
and plan your defense against
South's no-trump game. Hint: A routine defense will not win any
trophies.
South holds up in hearts until the
third round and leads a club to dummy to lead a diamond. East follows
low routinely, and South's nine loses
to West's jack. West exits in clubs
but the hand is over. The diamond
suit comes home and South has a
comfortable 10 tricks. If your plan
went the same way, you missed the
7 a.m. wake-up call.
When this hand was dealt at the
recent tournament in San Antonio,
Texas (Swiss teams), Cisse Horton
made her move on the first diamond
lead from dummy. Instead of following low routinely, Cisse brazenly
put up her king. Consider South's dilemma. He couldn't afford to duck
— Cisse's hearts would run. So he
had to win. He returned to dummy
to lead another diamond and finessed his 10, playing Cisse for K-J6. West took his jack gratefully and
put the lead back in dummy, and
when the smoke cleared, South was
left with only seven tricks.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6
:00
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps

BOBBY,WOLFF

NORTH
I-24-A
•A K 7 6
11,7 43
•8 2
•A K Q 5
WEST
EAST
•J 5 3
•Q 10 9 4
IP 82
K Q J95
•J 4 3
•K 6
J 10 8 7 4+63
SOUTH
48 2
111 A 106
•A Q 10 9 7 5
+92
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North East
South
West
1+
1•
2•
Pass
24
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Heart eight
BID WITH THE ACES

Prairie Farm

Cottage
Cheese

Delta

Paper
Towels

I-24-B

South holds: •Q 1094
K QJ95
•K 6
+63
North South
1 NT
2+
2•
?
ANSWER: Three hearts. Forces to
game and promises four spades and
five hearts. Without this distribution, South would have merely
jumped in hearts on the firsrround.
Send bridge qoestions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas, Thus 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyruglil Mt United Feature Syndicate

Testing should pinpoint weak pulse
DEAR DR. GOTT: For years, I've
had spells of a weak and irregular
pulse, and overall weakness. My blood
pressure rises, I have frequent urination and an extra bowel movement or
two. The spells last several hours,
then I return to normal. I take one
Lanoxin each morning, 80 milligrams
of propranolol twice daily and Micronase for my diabetes. My doctor is
puzzled. Can you help?
DEAR READER: From the information you supply, I believe your
weak and irregular pulse is the cause
of your symptoms.
As a diabetic, you are at higher risk
for arteriosclerotic heart disease, in
which the arteries to the heart muscle
become increasingly blocked, depriving the muscle of oxygen. This ischemia (low oxygen) often produces
random bursts of rapid heart rate,
leading to circulatory disturbances,
such as weakness, increased blood
pressure (to compensate for poor circulation), frequent urination and bowel evacuation.
Although you are receiving medicine (Lanoxin and propranolol) to

strengthen and regulate your heart, I would like a copy should send
$1.25
suspect you are, at times, suffering with their name and address to
from attacks of weak heart action Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-33P.O.
69.
that are not being controlled.
Be sure to mention the title.
Ask your doctor to consider orderDEAR DR. GOTT: Does the brain
ing two tests: Holter monitoring and a get the same shock or damage when
a
stress test. During the Holter moni- 74-year-old man has sex with a
womtoring, your pulse is recorded on a an as when he masturbates?
continuous cardiogram for 24 hours.
DEAR READER: Sexual release
If you experience an irregular pulse, does not cause brain shock or damage
the type of irregularity can be identi- regardless of a person's age. Orgasm,
fied and your medicine can be does increase the blood pressure
, but
changed or altered to treat it.
under normal circumstances, this is
During a stress test, the physician temporary and doesn't lead to health
obtains a cardiogram while you exer- problems. Masturbation is ordinari
ly
cise on a treadmill. Strenuous activity less physically demanding than
interoften triggers heart irregularities in course. However,as far as the brain
is
patients with arteriosclerotic heart concerned, orgasm is orgasm.
disease. Again, the test may enable
0is% NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
your doctor to identify the type of irregularity and adjust your therapy
DR. GOTT
accordingly.
Inasmuch as your doctor seems
puzzled by your symptoms, I recommend a second opinion, preferably
from a cardiologist. Such a specialist
PETER
should be able to diagnose the cause
GOTT,
M.D.
of your symptoms. To give you more
information, I am sending you a free
copy of my Health Report "Medical
Specialists." Other readers who

Grapefruit
/$100

Chicken
Leg Qtrs.
In Bag

29'

lb.

Whole Clifty Farms

Boston Butt

Pork
Roast
Sliced Free

99

NOW
THE RIGHT ONES
FOR REAL COLA TASTE

Potato
Chips

694

SAVE 30i;

8 oz.

ON DIET PEPSI OR CAFFEINE FREE
DIET PEPSI 2 LITER
Fluffy
Save 304 when you buy
one 2 liter bottle or multipack of
Diet Pepsi or Caffeine Free Diet Pepsi

1b.

J. Higgs

SPECIAL

WITH COUPON
AT
PARTICIPATING
STORES
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SPORTS
Inside
Scoop
David Ramey

If this is rebuilding, Murray State basketball
fans must be in love with it.
In a season expected- 4o be painful after losing Jeff Martin
and Don Mann, the Murray State Racers find themselves at 4-0
in the Ohio Valley Conference, looking like conference champions — a title they have worn the last two seasons.
After stumbling out of the gate at 1-5, the Racers have gone
10-1 in their last 11 games, including back-to-back conference
wins on the road at Middle Tennesee Saturday and Monday's
win at Tennessee Tech.
All of a sudden, a third straight OVC title is not all that
impossible.
Just how did all this happen? Chalk it up to old-fashioned
basketball, both on and off the court.
On the court, two different groups, the holdovers from last
year's OVC co-champions and the newcomers, have melded
together to form a tight unit of five:
*Freshman point guard Frank Allen, who did not play all that
much like a point guard early on, is now delivering the ball
where it needs to go. He is not forcing up shots, but still has
shown the offensive explosion (ask Tech) that hints he is going
to be a great scorer in this league.
*Junior Paul King, who has been through the OVC battles the
last two seasons, is taking charge offensively. King gives the
Racers another outside weapon to go with Allen, and he still
remains the spiritual leader of the MSU defense, which has
been a big factor in their recent success.
*Junior college transfers Greg Coble and Sherman Pride had
trouble adjusting early on, but have turned it on ,in the last
three weeks, not coincidentally as the Racers have turned to
winning. Coble and Pride have learned their roles, and learned
them well.
*Chris Ogden has played like Chris Ogden. The senior from
St. Louis has been the Rock of Gilbraltar to the Racers with
his defense and his rebounding, and he seems to really come
through in the big ballgames. He had 19 points against Tech
Monday.
*Sophomore Popeye Jones has been incredible. Even when
teams shut him down offensively, he gets the job done on the
boards. He has had enough double-double performances to qualify for a Burger King commercial, but since -his diet has been
all the rave, he would have to pass it up.
And what of the role players: freshman Scott Sivills and
senior Ismael Rosario have given the Racers some inside depth,
while Maurice Trotter has spelled Allen at guard. Even Donald
Overstreet, who barely saw playing time at all last season, has
contributed when he has been in this year.
Off the court, the team has jelled as well. It took some time,
but they have learned each other, and the result has been a better basketball team.
This all goes back to Steve Newton. While some coaches
would have panicked, while some would have yelled and
screamed, while some would have blasted the team publicly,
Newton has remained his constant self. He has been patient, and
the patience has paid off.
There is an old saying in basketball, that teams mirror their
coach's personality. The Racers have been businesslike, have
been consistent, have shown plenty of class, both in dealing
with their adversity and their recent success.
Murray State basketball te.41,1113 do not play on emotion. They
rely instead on bard wort, on patience, on approaching the
game as a challenge. They have met the challenge so far, but
the challenge has just begun.
Somehow, I think they are up to it.
• • •
Although the key components of the Racer attack are underclassmen (Jones and Allen), the key components of success have
been veterans.
Ogden and King, the two starters remaining from the 1988
NCAA Tournament team, have been the backbone of the Racers
in 1989-90.
Ogden, Newton pointed out on Monday, has played against
the top NBA draft pick the last two years (Danny Manning and
Pervis Ellison). His experience has shown, as he has been a
steady influence inside.
I also think his demeanor off the court has been a key to
the Racer win streak. He has shown the kind of leadership that
three-year lettermen should show.
King, too, has been a leader. For someone who was benched
early on (he played just 16 minutes in one game in December),
he has rebounded to do everything that has been asked of him.
When Murray has needed rebounding, he's rebounded; scoring,
he's scored; ballhandling, he's been a solid ballhandler.
These guys are on a mission to get their third straight OVC
ring.
• • •
Since the OVC has been down, Murray has taken advantage
of it to take first place in the conference race.
But don't count the rest of the league out. Even though Austin Peay and Middle Tennessee have dug themselves very large
holes, there is enough talent on both those teams to scare the
wits out of any basketball coach.
Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee State are a year away from
being a contender, but are both a year beyond being an easy
victim. Both teams will pull off upsets this year, and Murray
still has to travel to both places.
That leaves Tech and Morehead as the two other contenders.
The two teams fact off on Monday, at Morehead, and that
game will do plenty in telling who will be the major contender
Murray faces down the otretch.
It is early in the eminence race. And as past OVC races
will attest to. anything can happen.
• • •
Free throws:
UK football coach Bill Curry visited Pookic Jones Tuesday
night.
Jeff Martin says he's doing well out in California, he played
15 minutes a game on their recent road trip. (I'll have a story
on Jeff in Saturday's paper.)
Spring training, with pitchers and catchers reporting Feb. 15,
is just around the corner. Although there have been some nasty
negotiations, look for the playas to report without a collective
bargaining agreement, and look fix the season to go on without
interruption. I expect both sides will agree to postpone the
deadline until the season is over.
The people in Cookeville are getting ready for Tech and
Middle Tennessee's rematch on Feb. 3. All reserved seats for
the game at the Elben Center are sold out
After two weeks of Super Hype, the Denver Broncos and the
San Francisco 49as will get down to actually playing football
on Sunday. When it's ova the Broom will probably wish they
hadn't
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Focused Lakers see victory over pesky Pirates
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Libelist & Times *who Eater

The eyes have it, Calloway
County coach Russ Wall said of
the [Akers Tuesday night after their
78-64 victory over the Heath
Pirates in Calloway's Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
"When it comes time to 'do it,'
we're getting that look in our eyes
that says, 'let's go out, take care of
business and win this ballgame,'"
Wall said after Calloway claimed
its eighth win in the last ten
outings.
Wall remembered that earlier in
the season, he had seen different
Laker eyes staring back at him —
eyes that, when trouble started,
"would kind of get that 'uh-oh,
here we go again' look," Wall said.
He's pleased with Calloway's
latest eye exams and the improving
realization of the team concept he's
been preaching, but noted that the
Lakers are still having troubles
with inconsistency on the court, as
seen in Tuesday's game.
Calloway fell behind 6-0, roared
back to tie at 6-6. They surged at
the end of the first half to take a
seven-point lead, held a nine-point
edge midway through the third.
They then let Heath cut the lead to
one, only to score five unanswered
points in the fmal 0:16 of the quarter. The fourth quarter belonged to
Calloway, however, as they steadily pulled away from the Pirates.
Wall advised crediting the
Pirates with some of the cause
behind Calloway's woes. "We
played hard, but we played...contained," Wall said. "We
were sweating, but it didn't seem
like we were getting anything
done. Heath had a lot to do with
that, he (Pirate coach Jim Long)
really has them playing well —
they play hard, play aggressive,
and it can make you look bad."
He noted that Heath's surges
provided a "wake-up call" to the
Lakers; one person who heard the
ringing early was senior Benji Kelly, who ignited the Lakers' firsthalf attack by pouring in 19 of his
28 points.
Kelly's outside shot tied the
game at 6-6 at 4:18, his 3-point
shot at 2:42 tied it again at 11-11,
and he followed that with a steal at
midcourt and a layup for the Lakers' first lead of the game.
Kelly missed two three-point
shots early in the game, then didn't
miss again until the fourth quarter.
He finished at 9-of-10 from 2-point
range, 5-of-7 from beyond the
stripe, and 1-of-1 from the free
throw lane.
The Pirates clamped down on
Kelly in the third quarter, holding
him scoreless while slicing a 48-39
lead to 50-49, missing the potential
tying free throw with 55 seconds
left in the third. Kelly then hit a
shot from outside with 16 seconds
left and was fouled, adding the free
throw for a 53-49 edge.
Another person who answered
the "wake-up call" was reserve
Michael Boyd, a power forward
who was hampered by a knee
injury during his sophomore sea(Cont'd on page 11A)

Calloway's Mike Ruccio goes up for two of his eight fourth-quarter points against Heath's
Chris Notes
(10) and Ron Townsley (43) while teammate Cliff Curd (00) awaits the results. Ruccio
finished with 16
points.
Staff photo by
Daniel T

Parker

MHS knocks off Comets for road win
Staff Report
Ledger & Times Sports

The Murray High Tigers have
found out there are ups and downs
to having a great season. They're
just having all the ups, but none of
the downs.
The Tigers knocked off Carlisle
County 64-55 Tuesday night to
improve to 14-1. And, despite the
fact the Comets carried a 5-12
record into the game, they were
waiting to spring a Tiger trap.
"I felt like Carlisle played a real
good game," Tiger coach Cary
Miller said. "It was a tough game

BO
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& Low Interest

At The Same Time On The Same Deal

on the road. You have to give them
credit, they played us tough."
Willis Cheaney poured in 25
points to lead the way for the
Tigers, while Brian Sowerby pitchd
in 14 and Scott Gordon added
eight. Todd Tyler led Carlisle with
22 points.
Murray led all the way, but Carlisle closed to within one in the
third quarter.
"We showed a lot of composure," Miller said. "And we made
our free throws down the stretch.
We didn't play with a lot of intensity, but we played well enough to
win."
The Tigers, who were 20 of 25
from the line, hit nine of their 12
attempts in the final period to withstand the Comet charge.
For the game, MHS hit 21 of 46
field goal attempts, while Carlisle
hit 19 of their 44 shots. The Tigers
outrebounded CCHS 21-18.
While the downside of the sea-

son is that everyone is shooting at
Murray, the upside is that the
Tigers are continuing to stay on
top.
"We're having a great year, and
other teams realize that," Tiger
coach Cary Miller said. "This
group has done a good job of playing consistently. Every game is not
a district game, but we've played
on a pretty even plane. It's been a
real good team effort all year
long."
The Tigers, who have earned the
No. 1 seed in the All A Classic
First Region tournament, will
travel across town to face Calloway
County in a Fourth District
matchup.
MURRAY
15 14 45 54
CARLISLE COUNTY
10 24 311 56
Murray (64) — Cheaney 25, Sowerby 14,
Gordon 8, Joseph 7, Danner 8, Walk 4
Totals FG 21-46, FT 20-25, 21 retounds
(Wals 7)
Carlisle County (55) — Tyler 22, O'Neill
14, Chows 11, Henderson 6, Bu
2.
Totals FO 19-44, FT 17-21, 18 fbounds

College basketball
Lai

PER MONTH QB CASH

Summit 4 Dr.

Red

11,116.00

'209.55

'9,627.25

Summit D/1. 4 Dr.

Maroon

'11,556.00

'213.28

'9,798.73

Summit Dit. 4 Dr.

Maroon

11,556.00

'213.28

'9,798.73

Summit LX 4 Dr.

Silver

'12,163.00

'224.28

'10,305.01

Summit LX 4 Dr.

Buckskin

'12,242.00

'227.06

'10,432.51

Summit LX 4 Dr.

Rosemist

'12,341.00

'228.77

'10,511.51

Comanche SWB

Charcoal

'8,937.00

'169.70

'7,794.73

Comanche SWB

OK Blue

'9,061.00

'173.99

'7,991.61
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Mizzou avoids upset
By The Associated Press
No wonder no one wants to be
No. 1 lately. Too much trouble
usually follows.
Another top-ranked team almost
tumbled Tuesday night as Missouri,
playing its first game as No. 1, survived a scare in beating Rutgers
89-84.
Rutgers (8-10) had a chance to
tie in the final seconds, but Keith
Hughes missed a 3-pointer. Travis
Ford's two foul shots ensured Missouri (18-1) of its 27th straight victory at home.
"We came in here with everything to gain and nothing to lose,"
Hughes said. "We had fun all
night."
It wasn't so much fun for Missouri, but it was a win, its first as a
No. I team in nearly eight years.
The Tigers moved up this week
after beating then-No. I Kansas.
"I honestly don't see any
affect," Missouri coach Norm
Stewart said. "I hope we can keep

some order. I think our guys are
loose."
In other Top Twenty Five games,
No. 11 Syracuse beat Pittsburgh
83-74 and Tennessee defeated No.
24 Alabama 78-70.
Missouri, down by 10 points early, caught up with the Scarlet
Knights but never could shake
them. John McIntyre made a
3-point shot with 1:42 left for an
85-79 lead, but Earl Duncan
responded with a 3-pointer for
Rutgers.
After each team scored again,
Rutgers rebounded a missed shot
with 24 seconds left and trailing
just 87-84. The Scarlet Knights
worked the ball to Hughes, who
already had 27 points, but his
3-point try was far off.
McIntyre hit 10 of 15 shots,
including five of eight from 3-point
range, and scored 25 points.
Anthony Peeler scord 19 points
and Lee Coward had 16 for Missouri.
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Actions& Reactions
The Calloway County junior varsity Laken &leaked Heath's Pirate JV 41-35
Tuesday night al Calloway County as twee Leiters reached double figures. Mike
dled
with 13 points, with Mart Dennis adcing 12 and David Geurin
10.

OVC basketball
Murray State guard Frank Allen has been named OVC Rookie of the Week after
collecting 34 points, SIN011 rebounds and sown assists in the two Racer wins over
the wsekend. Tommy Brown of Austin Posy was the OVC Player of the Week
while Bobby McWilliams of Tennessee Tech won Newcomer of the Week. On the
women's side, Kelly Downs of Morehead was Player of the Week and Mitzi Rice of
Tennessee Tech was the Rookie of the Week.

High school basketball
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Coach Stan Hardin of Louisville Fairdale has been named
head coach of the Kentucky boys al-stars for this summer's basketball series with
Indiana, amMing to the game sponsor The Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation also
amounced that Connie Green of Ashland Paul Blazer will coach the girls team.
Pikeville coach Ken Trivet's will assist Hardin while Steve Kaufman of Louisville
Holy Cross will serve as an assistant on the girls squad.
• Tryouts for the teams will be April 28-29 at North Hardin High School in
Radciff.

Horse racing
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Almahurst Farm owner Jack Baugh, who sparked controversy last year when he said Kentucky's standardbred industry was dying, says
despite a recent exodus of horses from the farm, he has no plans to develop the
property. Baugh has moved Almahursrs stallions to other states and sold a number of mares at auction. Now, he said an additional 60 mares will be leaving the
900-acre term at the end of this month.
"I don't have any immediate plans to develop the term, but I think that the way
things are moving, in time that will probably happen," he said Monday. However,
he said the poor state of Kentucky's standarclored industry and development pressure made it unlikely that historic Aknahurst would remain a farm indefinitely.
• Questions about the longevity of Kentucky harness racing have been raised
because of declining business at The Red Mile and Louisville Downs. Reduced
purse money and racing opportunities for Kentucky-bred trotters and pacers has
devastated the yearling market in the state, Baugh said. Almahurst, which Baugh
bought in 1963, has been raising. horses for more than a century. The farm has
produced three Kambietonian winners and one Kentucky Derby winner.

College basketball
MOREHEAD, Ky. — Morehead State coach Tommy Gaither says forward Ebert
Boyd will miss the Eagle's game against Middle Tennessee Friday night. The game
will be the second Boyd has missed since being suspended indefinitely from the
team atter a fight with another Morehead student during the weekend, officials
said. Boyd, a 6-loo1-6 senior who averages 18 points a game, also wasn't allowed
to play in Monday night's game with Tennessee State, which Morehead won 93-91.
• Fridays game with Middle Tennessee will be televised nationally on ESPN.
Tipoll will be at 11 .59 p.m EST

Tennis
MELBOURNE, Australia — The court temperature rose to 140 degrees at this $3
million tournament at the Australian open, transforming the stadium into the world's
largest sauna and testing the fortitude of the top players. Two-time defending
champion Sad Graf and 18-year-old Arnerican Mary Joe Fernandez passed the
lest and reached the semifinals, though not without sweating away several pounds
ii close matches. Failing were Patty Fendick, who let a 5-2 lead over Graf slp
away in the second set, and third-seeded Zina Garrison, broken twice while serving for the match against Fernandez.
• Stefan a:berg, third-seeded in men's singles, warmed up for the quarterfinals
against David Wheaton by playing a TA -hour, five-set doubles match.

Pro football
EAST LANSING, Mich. — George Perles, under consideration for a multimiliondollar contact 13 coach the New York Jets, decided to stay at Michigan State after
its trustees sweetened his head coaching job by also making him athletic director.
The board of trustees' 5-3 vote brought mostly hisses, but some applause, from
about 300 people at the packed emergency board meeting. Perlin, who will
assume his new job on July 1, will have a one-year trial with no extra salary. Then,
the board will review his performance and decide whether one person can handle
both jobs. The agreement sends a signal to the Jets, with whom Peries had spent
all day Monday negotiating, to search elsewhere for a head coach to replace the
ousted Joe Walton.
• . •
NEW ORLEANS — Oilers quarterback Warren Moon, who formed a foundation
last March to assist disadvantaged youngsters ad the homeless in Houston, was
honored as the NFL's Man of the Year. Moon rebeived a $25,000 charity award,
which will go to the Crescent Moon Foundation. The money will fund a college
scholarship program. Moon also is a member of the board of directors of the
National Urban League and the United Negro College Fund, as well as a contrbukx to the Special Olympics, March of Dimes, Juvenile Diabetes Association and
the American Heart Association.

General
STAMFORD, Conn. — The Trumbull Little League AN-Stars, the toast of the
White House, the World Series and the chicken-dinner circuit since bringing home
the world championship in August, are being benched. Little League president
Creighton Hale has ordered the team to curtail their pubic appearances or risk
losing their charter, citing concerns about the boys' losing their heads from all the
atiention.
• Parents and coaches welcomed the order, saying they had grown weary of all
the attention being showered on the young stars — arid worried about what effect
it would have.

Road racing
MONTE CARLO, Monaco — Frenchman Didier Auriol, driving a Lancia, added
slightly to his slim lead over Toyota driver Carlos Sainz of Spain as the Monte
Carlo rally moved toward its tortuous all-night final run. Auriol led by just one second when the day began, but built his edge to four seconds after jockeying Sainz
all day Tuesday. The only other driver with any real chance of winning was Italy's
Massimo Biasion, the 1987 and 1989 Monte Carlo champion. He was two minutes
and 26 seconds back in his Lancia.

'New Officesame good neighbor."

Elway predicts Bronco 'win'
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By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Willer
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NEW ORLEANS — In the great tradition of Joe Namath, John Elway

offers a Super Bowl guarantee.
"Get another point-and-a-half," the Denver quarterback said, "and I
guarantee we'll cover the spread."
This is somewhat less dramatic than Namath's assurance that the New
York Jets, 17% -point underdogs, would beat Baltimore in the 1969 Super
Bowl. But then Elway's Broncos are only 121/2 -point underdogs to the
San Francisco 49as, and so have less ground to make up.
Elway knows that covering the betting spread won't be quite enough
for Denver, a three-time Super Bowl loser. The town and the team have
begun to develop a complex about this game. Elway has lost two of those
games, both in blowouts, and recognizes that you don't have endless
chances.
"To be the quarterback I want to be in my career, I've got to win this
game," he said. "This is my third opportunity. I haven't taken advantage
of the others. A lot of guys don't even get the opportunity."
The Broncos are longshots partly because of their sad Super Bowl history — losing by 17 points to Dallas in 1978, 19 to the New York Giants
in 1987 and a whopping 32 points to Washington in 1988.
The last two defeats came with Elway at quarterback, playing catch-up
both times, and forced to throw more frequently than he might have liked.
His Super Bowl log is a less-than-glowing 36-for-75. The loss to
Washington, constructed on a record five-touchdown second quarter by
the Redskins, was the more galling to Elway.
"We were out so fast it felt like a waste," the quarterback said. "You
work so hard, to give it all back in 10 minutes, that was most
disappointing."
There is a flip side to the past failures and Elway knows it. "People are
not giving us a lot of chance," he said. "If we win, it will be the greatest
upset of all time. If we lose, well, we're supposed to lose."
So he takes a carefree attitude into the game, one that allows him to
joke about serious business like betting lines. "Even though we don't
have a chance, we'll do the best we can," he said sarcastically.
Do the past defeats get him down?
"Only one other team has a chance to be world champion," Elway
said. "I'd rather go to bat and take my chances than not go to bat. I'll risk
humiliation for the chance."
Still, if the Broncos fail again, Elway knows he will be 0-for-3 and that
the burden for explanations will fall squarely on him. That goes with the
territory for a quarterback.
"You learn as time goes on that the power of that microscope you're
under gets greater and greater," he said. "The fishbowl gets smaller
when the expectations are higher."

Focused ...
(Cont'd from page I0A)
son. While the Pirates were holding
Kelly's scoring hostage, Boyd
came off the bench to score six
points in the quarter, taking a
cross-court pass from Cliff Curd
for one bucket, grabbing a rebound
and scoring on a spinning putback
for another that gave Calloway a
50-41 lead and served as the Lakers' last points until Kelly's threepoint play.
After Kelly's free throw, Heath
threw the ball away. Calloway
missed, but Boyd grabbed the
rebound and scored on the buzzer
for a 55-49 edge.
Travis Turner started the fourth
quarter by banking in a shot and
Kelly converted another mid-court
steal into a pull-up bucket and tenpoint edge.
Heath called time out, but the
Pirates were never able to get back
into the game, cutting the lead to
seven points three times in the
fourth before Mike Ruccio scored
off Turner's assist, then sank two
free throws with 2:40 left for a
67-56 edge. The Lakers coasted to
the win, with reserve guard David
Geurin sinking a 3-point shot in the
final seconds for the 78-64 final.
Ruccio followed Kelly in the
scoring column, pumping in half of
his 16 points in the final quarter,
and Turner added 10 points to the
Laker tally. Chris Noles led Heath
with 19 points, with Ron Townsley
adding 13 and Bryce Fellows 11.
Calloway hosts arch-rival Murray High in a girls-boys Fourth

40,

FOR SALE
NEWPROPANE GAS TANKS
ft....1

District matchup this Friday night.
•••
HEATH
111 11 49 64
CALLOWAY .
17 311 55 78
Heath (64) — Poles 19, Townsley 13, Fellows 11, Madmen 7, Ter Jackson 8, Massey 4,
Hanisan 2, Long 1, Trey Jackson 1, Barger,
lAssupt, Herr's. FO 23-48, FT 13-24.
Galloway (78) — Kelly 28, RuCr.14) 18, Turner
10, Boyd 8, Curd 5, Hari 4, Geurin 3, Carpenter
2, Dennis 2, Arent, Barrett FG 32-51, FT
13-17.
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

753-9627
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RACEWAY AUTO SALES

300 South 4th

753-9586

Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
1981 Grand Prix.

'2,200

1982 Datsun Truck

1981 Mazda Truck

'1,600

1980

1985 Mustang .......

'2,900 1981 Citation (1

'1,400

1981 Monte Carlo

'1,700

1975 Silverado Truck.

'1,250

1984 Ford LTD Wagon

'1,750

1969 Chevy Tru

1985 Dodge Charger

'2,900

1985 Ford Escort

1985 Buick Century (Sharp)

13,000

1967 Ford

.475

1978 Firebird (mini).............

"2,500

1976 Ford Granada..

'450

1985 Chevy Spectrum (Red) '2,200

1968 Chevy Truck....

'2,200

1900,

Fiat (Low (Ales) ..

'1,100

'800
'1,600

-1 wwvvvi-twiala‘ -talkawiciawia
Jeanette Storey presents

West Kentucky's
Largest Boat Show

so

January 26, 27, & 28 - 1990
/0 Friday: 3 p.m.-9 p.m.
10
/0

Saturday: 10 a.m.-9 p.m.

Sunday: 11-6 p.m.

Murray State University Expo Center

LINDA ENGLAND
FREDDA LEE
Bass Seminars

LEON BATES
Biologist
Aqualic Weed Control

JERRY MAUPIN
Crappie Seminars
MICE FENNEL
Lowrance Elec, Seminars

Admission $2.50 (Under 12 - Free with parent)

ALL ITEMS ON SALE
Register For
Free Door Prize
EXHIBITORS:
Happy Holiday Travel
Murray Sport Marine
Darnell Marine
Fritz Sport Headquarters
Lee Marine
Blue & Gray Marine, Inc.
Two Rivers Marine
Dottie's Marine
Buchanan Resort & Marina
A&B Water Sport
Hovercraft of West Ky.
Cain's Jeep
Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
Allstate Insurance
C&W Design's
Dave Grason Co.
Baits & Bullet Tackle
Lowrance Electric
KY Barkley Bass 'n Gal & Lady
Bass

_
-

See and Hear
Fishing Seminars
•Electronic Seminars
•Bass Boats
•Runabouts - Pontoons
•Sporting Goods
•Fishing Supplies
•Insurance & Finances

Seminars - Friday, Jan. 26th
6:00 Crappie
7:00 Lowrance Elec.

•••••••ile•••

You can taste it! The AmwAve
Water Treatment System-Pure and
Simple-is a system to improve the

305 N. 12th
(Next To
Century 21)

Guaranteed

WE SELL ONLY PREMIUM HD-5 PROPANE GAS

THE DIFFERENCE
IS CLEAR.
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SCOREBOARD

Junior varsity basketball

C

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 1990

Why pay rent and more per gallon
for gas when you can own your tank
and buy from us at a guaranteed lower price.

quality of the water you drink It
effectively removes more than 100

00000000000000Q0000000000Llii

EPA priority pollutants Call for a
no-obligation demonstration now

Lake Region Gas
Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
(0354-8011

1:00 Crappie
2:00 Bass

8:00 Aquatic Weed
Control

Leon Bates sll

Seminars - Saturday, Jan. 27th

4:00 Lowrance Elec.
5:00 Bass

1:00 Bass

Jerry Maupin
Mike Fennell

Jerry Maupin
Linda England &
Fredda Lee Mike Fennell
Linda England &
Fredda Lee

6:00 Crappie
7:00 Lowrance Elec.
8:00 Bass

Jerry Maupin
Mike Fennell
Linda England &
Fredda Lee

Seminars - Sunday, Jan. 28th

2:00 Lowrance Elec.

Linda England &
3:00 Bass
Linda England &
Fredda Lee
Fredda Lee
Mike Fennell
4:00 Crappie
Jerry Maupin
EVE.E.E.E.E.E.1111‘..1.11EVEVEA.A.E.t_EVE.E. IEEE
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The Coin Beat

Dealt)
13
4.

Teddy Roosevelt and the
'Great Coin Plot of 1907'
By Abigail
Van Buren

Woman Is Right to Stop Sister
From Driving the Wrong Way
DEAR ABBY: How do you tell an
older member of the family that it's
time for her to quit driving? My 78year-old sister has no business driving. Her hearing and eyesight are
nfat what they used to be,and neither
are her reflexes.She should not drive
in heavy traffic or on busy expressways.
She terrifies her passengers as
she runs red lights,drives over curbs
and makes left-hand turns from
right-hand lanes.Ifanyone criticizes
her driving,she says,"I've never had
an accident in my life!"(She's lucky.
Also, when the other drivers see the
way she's driving,they get out ofher
way.
Would it be better if!told her flatout to quit driving and let her be mad
at me? She may not speak to me
again, but wouldn't that be better
than letting her kill somebody — or
herself'?
HER KID SISTER(AGE 64
DEAR KID SISTER: Contact
your Department of Motor Vehicles and tell someone there
what you have told me.
Include your sister'sfull name
and her license number, and
suggest that she be retested. I
am assured by the Los Angeles
Police Department that the DMV
will do the rest.
If your sister flunks her next
driving test, some lives may be
saved — including her own.This
may not be the law in all states,
but if it isn't, it should be.
***

DEAR ABBY: I was shopping in
the city (I live in a suburb), and just
as I was coming out ofa large department store, a nice-looking, middleaged man approached me and said
politely,"You are such an attractive
young woman — would you mind if!
took your picture?"(I then noticed a
small camera in his hand.)
I,was alone and rather startled by
this question, but! must admit! was
rather pleased by the compliment,
so I smiled and said,"All right — go
ahead."
He took my picture,then whipped
out a pencil and piece of paper and
asked,"Where shall I send it?"

Without thinking, I gave him my
name and address, then hurriedly
went about my business. This happened three weeks ago,and!haven't
heard from him. When I tell this to
friends,some say the man was using
the"May I take your picture"trick as
a way to meet me.
Now I am wondering if I was
foolish to have given him my name
and address.
FOOLISH OR NOT
DEAR FOOLISH:He may have
been harmless and sincere, but
on the chance that he wasn't,
you'd have been wise to have
said,"Thank you very much"and
kept walking.
* **

DEAR ABBY: I have a co-worker
who drinks on the job. She thinks no
one knows, yet the smell is overwhelming at times. Other co-workers have made comments to me. My
response has been a rather noncommittal shrug of the shoulders.
Now, upper-management has
confronted me, asking if! have witnessed her drinking or seen any
actual bottles,which I have not.They
are watching her. Meanwhile, she
thinks she's getting away with something.
I would like to see her get help —
not fired.
KEEPING MUM
DEAR KEEPING MUM:Ifever
a person needed a friend, your
drinking co-worker does.Be that
friend and tip her off. Also suggest that she attend just one
meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous. You may be saving not
only herjob,but her life.Tell her
today. Alcoholics Anonymous is
listed in every phone directory.
* **

Is your social life in a slump? Get Abby's
booklet,"How to Be Popular"— for people
ofall ages.To order,send a long,businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada )
to: Dear Abby Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Box 447,Mount Morris,111.61054.(Postage
is included.)

by DrJoe Fahnsano
"Teddy Roosevelt" — the name
calls up images of hunting and the
rugged life. Born to wealth and
comfon, the boy was also cursed
with a weak constitution and asthma so serious that doctors doubted
he would live to adulthood. From
early years, Teddy had to prove he
was physically fit. Roosevelt the
"Roughrider," TR the conservationist president — these accomplishments are associated with his
name, and properly so. Roosevelt
actually preferred a lengthy world
hunting trip to a third term as president, a term which could have
been his for the asking. What a
man!
We are less familiar with Teddy
Roosevelt the artist and intellectual. In fact, our twenty-fifth president was a serious and prolific writer whose works range from biographies and four-volume histories
to studies of wildlife and books on
hunting. Teddy also had excellent
artistic tastes, and, armed with
wealth and degrees from Harvard
and Columbia, he was on intimate
terms with leading figures in several arts. One of his lifetime friends
was Augustus Sainte-Guadens,
America's greatest sculptor of the

day.
Teddy Roosevelt was a sly fellow, he constandy calculated how
to make people such as
St.-Gandens serve his purposes.
Roosevelt was convinced that
American coins of the day were
"atrociously hideous," and he
hoped to use St-Gaudens's talents
to product better designs.
Unfortunately, SL-Gaudens had a
bad experience with the U.S. Mint,
and it would not be easy to enlist
him in an project to design new
coins. The U.S. Mint hired
SL-Gaudens in 1892 to design an
)fficial medal for the World Colombian Exposition. The resulting
work was widely praised — but it
included a sketch of a nude Greek
boy. This inflamed Anthony Comstock, founder of the "Society for
the suppression of vice" and reputed owner of the world's second
largest collection of pornography.
Comstock stired up a storm of protest against SL-Gaudens's design
The Exposition capitulated and
asked Charles E. Barber to design a
replacement which some claimed
was striking only for its mediocrity. St-Gaudens was disgusted, he
swore never again to associate himself with the U.S.„Mint Then TR

Social Security taxes, earnings
cap increase for residents in 1990
Social Security taxes will be taking
a 7.65 percent bite out of employees'
paychecks in 1990, up from the 1989
rate of 7.51 percent, Bettye W. Williams, Social Security District Manager in Paducah, said today. Also,
employers will pay a 7.65 percent for
their employees in 1990.
The maximum amount of earnings
subject to Social Security taxes will be
$51,300 this year, an increase from.
1989's $48,000 earnings cap.
Self-employed people pay both the
employer and the employee shares of
the tax for a 15.3 percent bill. However, a change in the Federal tax laws
for 1990 allows the self-employed to
claim a business deduction on onehalf of the self-employment taxes
paid.
Most of the taxes Social Security

will receive this year will be used to
pay for current benefits. The remainder will be invested in Treasury bills
at prevailing interest rates to fund
future Social Security benefits. About
one percent will go for administrative
expenses.
Questions about the self-employment tax deduction should be directed
to the toll-free Internal Revenue Service phone number, 1-800-424-1040.
If you have questions about Social
Security, contact either the Paducah
Social Security office located at 546
Lone Oak Road,telephone 443-7506;
or the Mayfield Social Security office
located on U.S. Highway 45 North,
telephone 247-8095. Social Security
also has a toll-free number: 1-8002345-SSA.

became president, and saw a
chance to use the sculptor's talents
in "public art." Roosevelt persuaded St-Gaudens to design his
inauguration medal.
The new president was pleased
with the inauguration medal — and
more eager than ever to enlist
SL-Gaudens in an effort to improve
American coinage. Roosevelt and
SL-Gaudens often discussed Greek
and Roman coins, which Roosevelt
much admired — and American
coins which they both disliked.
Roosevelt often asked St-Gaudens
if he thought features of ancient
Greek coins could be adapted to
modern coins. Roosevelt now took
St.—Gaudens into his confidence,
confiding details of a "pet crime"
he had been planning for some
time.
The "plot" was to force new
designs for coins on the U.S. Mint.
This involved by-passing the Chief

Engraver, SL-Gaudens's old nernisis, Charles E. Barber. Barber had
desipied most of American coins
in circulation by 1900, and he wu
understandably jealous of his
accomplishments. Unfortunately,
Barber's "accomplishments" were
slight. He was a political appointee, following his equallyuninspired father, William Barber,
as Chief Engrave at the Mint in
1879. I find much to admire in the
younger Barber's work, but I admit
that the critical consensus then and
now was that his coins are dull and
often "borrowed" from French
models which represented the finest of the craft it that time. But
Barber was a muter of bureaucratic in-fighting. It would not be easy
for an American president, not
even a vigorous soul such as Teddy
Roosevelt, to beat Barber on his
own turf. Nevertheless, Roosevelt
took him on.
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SECTION B

I Pentagon claims military was wrong
in claiming mystery substance cocaine
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pentagon officials conceded Tuesday the
military was wrong in claiming 50
pounds of powdery material found
at a house used by deposed Panamanian leader Manuel Antonio
Noriega was cocaine.
They were unable to say what
the substance was, but said it was
not the makings of tamales, as
reported in Tuesday's editions of
The Washington Post.
"What was initially suspected to
be cocaine was not," said U. Col.
Keith Schneider, a Pentagon
spokesman. "It was some other
type of powdery material." He
Later described it as "some kind of
bonding material" such as glue.
Asked about the report that the
substance was tamales, Schneider
said, "I see absolutely no such
connection or relationship."
Another Pentagon spokesman

Bob Hall, said, "Clearly the guys
who first saw this stuff did not
know what cocaine was. When the
experts checked, they said it
In retrospect, he added, "probably you shouldn't be announcing
something. I don't know how this
was announced. ...You need to be
very careful, obviously."
Hall said he could not identify
what the substance actually was,
that he had been supplied with
"less than satisfactory" information by U.S. military officials in
Panama.
The day after the Dec. 20 U.S.
invasion, reporters were shown a
so-called "witch house" that was
said to have been frequented by
Noriega. Col. Mike Snell, the officer in charge of the area, said some
unds of cocaine had been
with voodoo
ere,
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American teachers
mark third year
as Shiite hostages
Associated Prep WOW

BEIRUT, Lebanon — Three
American college teachers mark
their third year as hostages of
Shiite Moslem kidnappers Wednesday and there is little hope they or
15 other Westerners missing in
Lebanon will be freed soon.
Lebanese police and intelligence
officials said they had no new
information about Alann Steen,
Robert Polhill and Jesse Turner.
They were abducted Jan. 24, 1987,
from the campus of the
U.S.-affiliated Beirut University
College in Moslem west Beirut by
gunmen dressed as policemen.

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

The hostage held longest also is
an American: Terry A. Anderson,
42, chief Middle East correspondent of The Associated Press, who
was seized by Shiite gunmen
March 16, 1985.
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Islamic Jihad for the Liberation
of Palestine, a group believed loyal
to Iran, claimed responsibility for
abducting the teachers.
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A fourth teacher kidnapped from
the campus — Mithileshwar Singh,
an Indian national with resident
alien status in the United States,
was released Oct. 3, 1988.
Steen, 50, taught journalism at
the college. Polhill, 55, was assistant professor of business and a
lecturer in accounting, and Turner,
42, was a visiting professor, of
mathematics and computer science.
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Report finds nursing home abuse may
go unreported and is getting worse
By NANCY BENAC
Associated Press Wrher

WASHINGTON — Abuse of
nursing home residents frequently
goes unreported and may be
worsening as ill-equipped and
overburdened workers vent their
frustrations on patients, according
to two draft government reports
obtained Tuesday.
Medical personnel, other
patients, families and visitors all
contribute to the problem, but aides
and orderlies are the biggest abusers, according to a pair of reports
from the inspector general's office
of the Department of Health and
Human Services.
"Faced with heavier levels of
care, such as residents with more
debilitating diseases, frustrated
staff take out their stress on the
residents," said one unidentified
official surveyed for the reports.
The HHS reports, still in draft
form and subject to revision, are
based on a survey of 228 individuals in 35 states who work in state
and federal government, nursing
homes and advocacy groups. No
state-by-state breakdown was
available.
"While there are no exact statistics on institutional abuse, any
abuse is unacceptable," the reports
said. "Each incident, 'major or

minor,' may be a terrifying experience and a significant breakdown
in the responsibility of government
to assure a safe and caring environment for elderly and disabled
individuals."
Those interviewed said,factors
contributing to abuse by nursing
home workers include low staffing
levels, high stress, inadequate
training, high turnover, job frustration, belligerent patients, low
wages, lack of empathy for the
elderly and increasing numbers of
severely ill residents.
"Many respondents believe
stress is caused by the difficulties
of caring for impaired and dependent residents who require help in
many of the activities of daily living," one report said.
Seven types of abuse were identified: physical abuse, misuse of
restraints, verbal or emotional
abuse, physical neglect, medical
neglect, verbal or emotional
neglect and improper use of a resident's personal property.
Ninety-five percent of those
surveyed said there were problems
in all seven areas. In each category,
more individuals thought the situation was worsening than believed it
was improving. Thirty percent said
physical neglect was the most prevalent problem; 16 percent said
verbal and emotional abuse, and 14
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Fifty-one percent of those interviewed felt abuse is only sometimes or rarely reported by nursing
home staff, suggesting many cases
go unreported each year, the
reports said.
The main reasons cited for unrc
ported abuse were workers' fear oi
losing their jobs, loyalty within the
staff, fear of retaliation, fines, penalities and bad publicity, lack of
sufficient facts, and failure to recognize less blatant forms of abuse.

Expires February 28, 1990

Expires February 28, 1990
STORES)

While there is less information
about abuse in nursing homes, one
1988 study found that 36 percent of
surveyed nurses and nurses aides
had seen at least 1 incident of
physical abuse in the preceding
year and 10 percent said they had
themselves committed one or more
physically abusive acts.
The survey found that NI,hile
nursing home industry officials
often view the abuse problem as
minor, a significant number of state
oversight agencies and advocates
for nursing home residents see the
problem as serious.
The costs of abuse, it said, "ark:
measured in the physical and psychological damage incurred by the
resident as well as by the economic
costs of treating the abused
resident."
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percent selected verbal and emotional neglect.
The reports said most research
on abuse of the elderly has focused
on family members and caregivers
at home, and suggests that 1 percent to 10 percent of the noninstitutionalized elderly may be
abused.

The survey also found that doctors often fail to report abuse, with
66 percent of those interviewed
reporting that physicians who
attend to patients at nursing homes
rarely or never report it.
The studies conclude that abuse reporting systems are inadequate,
that follow-up on complaints is
ineffective and that state and federal oversight to prevent abuse needs
strengthening.
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Chemistry can be exciting, especially when the students can see how it relates to the workplace. In the
photo at left, Tommy Reid of Vanderbilt Chemical explains to Murray High students Jennifer Fairbanks,
middle, and Michelle Hasty about substances used in a process at Vanderbilt. At right, Doug Payne and
Chanon Chaney examine a solution during a class trip to Vanderbilt. The tours and speakers are a part of
the Murray City Schools-Vanderbilt Chemical school/business partnership.
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paraphernalia.
"People are making a very thorough investigation of all the evidence that they've discovered,"
Hall said.
In a dispatch from Panama City,
Panama, the Post quoted military
and civilian officials as saying that
although 450 kilos of cocaine and
assorted other drugs have been
seized since U.S. troops invaded
Panama on Dec. 20, none could be
directly linked to Noriega.
"It was just a mistake in the
confusion of the moment," the
Post quoted a U.S. officer in Panama as saying of the earlier report.
The officer was not identified.
Noriega is awaiting trial in
Miami on federal drug-trafficking
and racketeering charges.
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Strictest states' penalties for drunken driving

101st Congress
convenes Tuesday
facing long list
of important issues

As of January 1, four states will consider a .08 blood alcbhol content as legally drunk Each state passes its own laws setting the penalties
for drinking and driving. Community service can be granted in fieu Of jail in each state at a judge's discretion.

Jail time

Fine

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press WOW

WASHINGTON — The 101st
Congress convened its second session Tuesday, facing an agenda
suddenly expanded by the
emergence of democracy in Eastern
Europe and a plan to cut Social
Security taxes at home.
Lingering issues also abound,
including child care, capital-gains
taxes and deficit reduction.
Not waiting for President Bush
to send up his own budget and legislative proposals, the Senate almost
immediately began debating a farreaching plan for cleaning up the
air — a bill that is more costly and
more sweeping than the president
wants. Opposition is based more on
geography and competing regional
interests than on party lines.
The House made plans for
another confrontation on Wednesday, an attempt to override Bush's
veto of legislation aimed at preventing the deportation of Chinese
students who have sought refuge in
the United States.
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WASHINGTON — The director Europe's tumultuous push for
of the Central Intelligence Agency democracy has cut the Soviet threat
told Congress Tuesday that Eastern to the West and that "we can prob-

ably expect a continued
diminution."
William Webster, in an unusual
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Webster sees `continued diminution' with Soviet Union threat
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In what appeared to be a plea to
head off budget cuts for the CIA
and other intelligence agencies,
Webster said the United States
must maintain its intelligence capability. He pointed to the continued
Soviet strategic modernization and
to terrorism illegal drugs; uncertainty in Latin America, Asia and
the Middle East, and weapons
proliferation.
Intelligence operations are hidden in the Defense Department
budget, which faces significant cuts
on Capitol Hill this year. Although
the exact figures are secret, U.S.
intelligence reportedly spends $25
billion to $30 billion a year, just
under 10 percent of the defense
budget.
In his public statement, Webster
emphasized that the situation in
Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union is in constant flux with
widespread economic problems,
turmoil in regional areas and the
Communist Party's reduced power.
Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev is committed to reforms,
but they have been slow in coming,
the CIA director said. The chance
of Gorbachev's removal as Kremlin
leader is unlikely, and a major
reversal of his policies would come
only if he is removed from power,
Webster said.
Nevertheless, "we can probably
expect a continued diminution —
but not elimination — of Soviet
threats to U.S. interests," the CIA
director said.

Senate bills would create runoff,
allow recall of elected officials
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Kraft

public appearance before the
Senate Armed Services Committee,
said that as unchallenged communist control comes to an end in the
Eastern bloc, those nations' links to
Moscow have been radically
changed.
The result, he said, is a severe
blow to the Soviet Union's certainty that Eastern Europe will respond
to Moscow's military directives.
The armed services committee is
beginning work on writing a
defense budget for fiscal 1991 with
an assessment of the Soviet threat
to the West
"Overall, the conventional threat
to the United States and our
alliance partners in Europe has
decreased as a result of changes in
Eastern Europe and Soviet force
reductions," Webster told the
panel.
The CIA director cautioned,
however, that the Soviet Union is
vigorously upgrading its strategic
forces.
Webster cited the Soviets'
deployment last year of two new,
silo-based, nuclear missiles; the
continued deployment of SS-25 and
SS-24 rail-mobile missiles, and the
launching of- ti''Typhoon and
Delta-IV ballistic missile
submarines.
The Soviets also have made considerable gains in the antisubmarine effort, but they still
"will be unable at least in this
decade to threaten U.S. subs in the
open ocean," Webster said.
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Peaches
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Two bills
with substantial implications for
Kentucky politicians — to create a
runoff primary and to give voters a
way to boot officeholders out —
are moving through the state
Senate.
Kentucky would become the
12th state with a runoff election
under a bill sponsored by Sen.
Mike Moloney, D-Lexington. It
would apply to statewide elections
in which no candidate won a
majority in the primary.
"I think there's going to be a
stronger candidate if they have 50
percent of the vote" following a
runoff, Moloney said after his
Senate Bill 63 was approved Tuesday by the Senate Elections and
Constitutional Amendments
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435-4343 Bob Kemp
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Committee.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson won the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination with 35 percent of the vote in
a crowded field in 1987. His victory in the general election was virtually assured by the Democrats'
lopsided registration advantage.
Wilkinson has said he is opposed
to runoffs and refused to agree to
such a proposal in the 1988 General Assembly.
Critics of runoffs say they make
it harder for minority candidates to
win office, btff Moloney said, "I
don't see that as an issue."
Aside from South Dakota and
Oklahoma, the current primary
states are from the old Confederacy
— Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina and
Texas.
The committee also approved
Sen. Joe Meyer's bill to provide for
recall of statewide elected officials
for felony offenses, incompetence,
official misconduct or failure to
perform dudes.
The secretary of state would
have to determine whether sufficient grounds for a recall existed
— a burden the secretary does not
want, said Ron Geary, top aide to
Secretary of State Bremer Ehrler.
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(Standing L to R) Jayson Roberts, David York, Connie Cox,
Gene Buhmann,(Front Row)Tommy Vance, Charles Jenkins,
Preston Barrett.
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Oat bran craze may have peaked, food analysts indicate
By USA PERUIllAN
Asoocisted Press WNW

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. —
Consumers weary of oat bran probably won't go back to bacon and
eggs for breakfast, but they may be
looking for alternatives now that a
study has cast doubt on oat bran's
cure-all image.
"Oat bran was a fad anyway,
and I think the study will be the
catalyst for the gradual reduction in
sales," said Ron Saba, a food
industry analyst with the Ohio Co.,
an investment firm.
Saba said he thought some people would stick with oat bran. "But
for some people it's going to give
them an excuse to trade in those

oat bran muffins for Twinkies," he
said.
The New England Journal of
Medicine on Thursday published
results of a study that said eating
oat bran had no more effect than
other grains on a person's cholesterol level. It said any beneficial
effect appeared to come from cereals displacing fatty foods in the
diet.
It contradicts previous studies
that found DC bran was able to
interfere with fat absorption and
lower cholesterol, thereby lowering
the chance for heart disease.
Not everyone was certain the
report would shake the confidence
of health-conscious consumers.
"Maybe it takes some of fiery
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variety. And we've never positioned oat bran as a magic bullet or
the one food people had to eat to
see a reduction in their
cholesterol."
However, Quaker, which saw
sales of Oat Bran Original Hot
Cereal go from 1 million pounds in
all of 1987 to 2 million pounds per
month in 1989, has criticized the
study, saying that its sample was
too small — 20 volunteers — and
didn't reflect the general
population.
"We don't feel like this one
study can negate the 25 years of
research that preceded it," said
Quaker spokeswoman Theresa Herlevsen. "This is not going to affect
our marketing strategies at all."
In 1986, Quaker spent a couple
of million dollars a year advertising its oat bran cereal. By 1989, it
was spending $50 million on its hot
cereal products, much of which
was spent on oat bran promotion,
Herlevsen said.

Father of House
Speaker Rifle
dies Tuesday
PORTSMOUTH, Ohio (AP) —
Vernal Riffe Sr., father of Ohio
House Speaker Vernal Riffe Jr. and
a mayor of New Boston for 23
years, died Tuesday morning after
a long illness. He was 89.
The House speaker and sister
Ilene McKenzie were with their
father at Scioto Memorial Hospital
when he died at 4:45 a.m., said Jeff
Brant, owner of Brant Funeral Service in Sciotoville.
Riffe, a native of Greenup County, Ky., was elected mayor of New
Boston in 1947.
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Other food companies called
attention to the fact that the study
didn't dispute any effects of soluble fiber found in other foods such
as fruits, vegetables, beans and
brown rice.
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Analysts say oat bran products
have been the fastest growing segment of the $6.5 billion cereal
industry.
In Battle Creek, a spokeswoman
for Kellogg Co., which makes three
ready-to-eat oat bran cereals —
two of which were introduced in
the last two years — also said the
study will not affect marketing
strategies.
"We don't make health claims
on our cereal," said spokeswoman
Nancy Roach. "We've always
promoted our products as being
part of a balanced diet and we will
continue to do so."
Analysts say the study may
prompt some companies to quit
selling fringe oat-bran products,
such as potato chips, and may stifle
the introduction of such new products. Last year, 218 products containing oat bran were introduced,
according to Gorman's New Product News, a- Chicago newsletter.
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brilliance out of the oat bran craze
... but! don't know if we'll see any
immediate change in consumer
demand," said Bonnie Rivers, an
analyst with Salomon Brothers Inc.
"I don't think consumers are going
to go back to eating bacon and
eggs for breakfast."
For some consumers who've
grown tired of oat bran in everything from pretzels and tortilla
chips to doughnuts and beer, the
study is just what they wanted to
hear.
"I started eating oat bran for
breakfast every day about a year
ago after all the hoopla," said Pat
Edwards, who was choosing among
the cereals in a Grand Rapids
supermarket Thursday night.
"Quite frankly, I was never too
crazy about it. This is just the
excuse I was looking for to try
something else."
"That's just human nature,"
responded Quaker Oats Co. spokesman Ron Bottrell. "People like

(971-10)
68497

White Mechanical
Bath Scale
capacity both scale for
convenient home use with easy to

300 lb.

Bath Towels and
Wash Cloths

Men's Wilson 3 Pr.
Athletic Socks

Soft Soap
Liquid Soap

Big Can Spanish
Peanuts

•Asstd. Colors

•Tube or Crew
•Sizes 10-15

•Decorator Bottles
.7,5 oz

.3 lb. 8 oz. Can
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GE Fluorescent Bulbs

Scotch Pine Cleaner

Listerine Mouthwash

Husky Plastic Sheeting

48" fluorescent light bulbs for
crisp, cool white light works perfectly in home, office, utility, etc.

.64 oz. Bottle
•Cleans & deodorizes

.32 oz. Bottle

•10x25 Ft. Roll
•Black or Clear
Reg 4.32
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Batteries
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Stock up with your choice of 4 pk.
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Sale Prices Good Thru 1/28/90
Hwy. 641 North-Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVEP
Piggly Wiggly 24 at

Cheer 39 oz. Pre-Priced 2.29

Detergent c)11
14 1AskI Sugar

Coke
Products

Sandwic11
Bread

White Gold 4.4 lb

1.29
C
99
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

1
t-

29'

WITH 1 RILED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

2 Liter

12 Pk.

2.99

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

VIDEO
Rent 2 Movies,
Get One

FREE
VCR's
Only

4.00

Prices Good Thru Jan. 30
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO SER
641 South-Murray
753-9616

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

per ("Inv

Bakery

753-0265

Value Priced Gr

From now on. your groceries will be nandled by a stockholc
Wiggly Food Stores_ Each quaiified employee now owns z
company through participating in our E.4.0.P (Employee SI
ship Plan). As owners, well give you • personal servi,
lesire. Our attitude is positive about fie future of our c

eries

•

Double CI 15 oz.

•

Gold Medal 5 Lb. (PUSR)

Clorox Gal.

Flour

Bleach

Pink Salmon

1.99.3
Campbell's 10.75 oz. Chicken Noodle

L
Post Toasties 18 oz

3/1.00
2.99
3.59
2.99
1.99

Soup
Columbian Supreme 13 oz.

Coffee
Columbian Supreme 12 oz.

Decaf Coffee
General Foods

International Coffee
Fasweet 12 oz.

Liquid Sweetner

9°

.I
Mi PIMPOSUMI

Honco 16 oz.

Lasagna

Cameo Nutter Butter

Brooks 15.75 oz.

Del Monte 4 Pk.

Pudding
Kraft 12 oz. Velveeta

Shells & Cheese
Sunlight 50 oz. Powder 30 oz. Liquid

Automatic Dish Detergent

Deli

1.89
1.39
1.29
1.99

Dell 8-Piece

Fried Chicken

3.99

50 to

u

Mayonnaise

"Pond Raised" Fresh
12 Pieces

Fried Chicken
2 Pcs. Chicken, 2 Potato Logs, Roll

2 Pc. Chicken Dinner

6.99
1.98

Whole Caffish

lb.

Red

Snapper Fillets'
d Fillets

lb.

Cat Litter.

Li uid Deter

Apples
Fresh, Red-5 lb. Bag

Grapefruit

Campbell's 10.75 o
. Veg. Beef or S

1.29
796

Sot

Popsrlte (White/Yellow) 2 lb.

Popcorn

2.29
5.99

Armour 15 oz.

796
1.49

Chili with beans
Joilytime 10.5 oz.

Microwave Popcorn

16 oz. Premium

Crackers
Vess
Kraft 12 oz.

Peanut Brittle

Dairy
Fresh Large Bunch

Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.

Lettuce

Broccoli

Orange Juice

996
1.89
1.39
....299
.

1.1

2 Liter

Fresh Large Crisp Head

Peaches.........................
Red Delicious-3 lb. Bag

eri es

Apple Juice

wa

MOO•••••••••••••••••••41•••

Dog Food.

Surf 64 oz. Pre-priced 3.79

89C

Prairie Farms 1/2 gal.

Oranges

Beef Stew....
Gravy Train 20 lb.

Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.

lb.

690
Seedless Navels-4 lb. Bag

Armour 24 oz.

Clorox Control 16 oz.

Fresh Produce

Fresh From Chile

Salad Dress!

Value Priced

lb.
mama
Super Bowl Special...MOO
Shrimp Party Tray-Serves 7 to 11

Weight Watchers 16 oz. p000 isle-Cmt itall

6.99

Liquid Detergent

'es ss

3.9

Ole

Dish Liquid

I.

Wisk 128 oz.

,

Sunlight 32 oz.

Weight Watchers 32 oz. Cholesterol Free

Shrim

44+-0.•

h','„'„

99'
2/1.00
• 69

Chili Hot Beans

„Seafood
Al"
k„.

Ti

89c

Corn Flakes. . .....
Cookies

Soft'n

Fresh Purple Top

Turnips

lb.

New Bolling Size

Red Potatoes

lb.

Medium 3 lb. Bag

Yellow Onions
USA D'Anjou

Pears

lb.

496
296
996
59c

1.49

Buttermilk
Piggly Wiggly 3 lb. Spread

Margarine
Weight Watchers 10 oz. Processed

Cheese Singles
American Finest 10 oz.

Cheese
PICallY Wiggly 8 02.

CrescentRolls

1.09
1.29
1.79
896
99

-1
Hills Brothers 39 oz.

Coffee

3.99
With Coupon
Good Thru Jan. 30 Only At Murray Piggly Wiggly

We Sell Consumer Personal Money Orders
Only

49

We Sell Staled Envelopes
ea

We Are A Western Union Agent

Last Day To Redeem
Santa Helper
January 27, 19()
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Whip
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t9c 1. 9 .89
,..#01111111

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

ER CARD

Whole, Sliced Boston Butts

•29

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

tvi ly

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

SI

C

(1
QUALM?
STAMPS
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r

Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

Good Thru Jan. 30

:ES ARE PROUD TO SERVE YOU
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To

cones will be handled by a stockholder of Piggly
.ach qualified employee now owns a part of the
icipating inov E.S.O.P (Employee Stock Ownerwe'll give you
personal service that you
S positive about A. future of our company

Pork Steak

UNION

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

Correct All Printing
Errors Made

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
Soft'n Gentle 4 Roll

iht 32 oz.

Tissue

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless
Whole, Sliced Free-12/14 lbs.

79°

Ribeye

h Liquid
It Watchers 16 oz. a000 Isle-Crm Italian

ad Dress, g
ur 24 oz

pf Stew__
Train 20 lb.

; Food._....

(Control

16 oz.

Litter

1.39
1.39
1.29
9.99
3.29

Emge Cooked (Butt Portion-1.19 lb.)
Shank Portion
--F

Pork Steak

lb

Quarter Pork Loin-Cut Into Chops

Pork Chops

69
FREE
996

lb. •
Buy One Get One

Field Lb.

Ham Sausage
Whole Boston Butt

Roast

lb.

Emge

99'

5 90*

lb.

lb.

Lean, Center Cut

-1:1Wieners

Ham

3.91.29
9

Emge-Reg. or Beef 12 oz. pkg.

Small & Lean

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

lb. 1.99
lb. 1.79 Ribeye Steak
4.99
89° Fryer Leg Quarters... lb. 49.
lb. 99c Livers
796

Spare Ribs

lb. 1.69

Lean & Tender

Chuck Roast

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef-Boneless

Pork Cutlets

lb.

Fine To Fry

Family Pak Thighs or

Drumsticks

lb.

Sliced

Fryer

Smoked Jowl

lb.

Fresh Meats
Campbell's 10.75 oz. Chunky Beef,
Veg. Beef or Sirloin Burger

AL

rackers

iter

'o Redeem
Helper
27, 1990

Sliced Slab

Williams Pork Sausage

3.99

2.99

Sliced Bacon
Happy Home 16 oz

?anut Brittle

129lb.

FREElb. 1.29

Ohse Hickory

59
e

Corn Dogs

996

Buddig 2.5 oz.

Lunch Meats

1.49
2 1.19

Smoked Sausage

lb. 1.99

Piggly Wiggly

Cheese Spread..... 12 oz. 1•69

2/99C

2.99

2/5.00
Old Recipe Ice Cream 3.49
Fish Sticks
2.39
Mexican Entrees
1.99
Pigmy
Prairie Farms Gallon
Fisher Boy 32 oz.

Weight Watchers 8 oz.
Wiggly 2 Pk-

Pie Shells__

Emge

Pork Sausage

German Choc., Cherry, Chocolate

Bundt Cakes

2.99

lb.

Fischer Think Thin-Low In Calories, Low In Sal

Baked Fresh Daily-16 oz. Loaf

lb.

Always A Hit!!! American

Potato Salad
Ham & Cheese

lb.

Wow- What A Taste Deli Classic

Jalepeno Bologna

lb.

r•1654.1

Cinnamon Rolls.
Ch. Chip.; M&M, Sugar

Deli Baked Cookies doz. 1.69

" Quality Stamps
I With purchase of
•any two begs ot
•Valentine
11111 Mill IIIIL

A Ai

2.99
1.69

Apple Pie
Great New Taste

Garden Bread ........16 oz. loaf

ciupown
1"11

II 1 FREE
EE 11 FREE II
Quality
Quality Stamps

Quality Stamps
II

1,

Delicious 30 oz. Lattice Topped

11.11C
.
0
4UP
611111111 r117UPON
0

FREE 11

loaf

Perfect For Breakfast

lb.

Lunch Box Special Deli Classic

Landy

3.49
99°
3.19
2.89

10
W1thlb.pubag
rchase of I I With purchase of
three boxes of
White
izji
;
Upton 2k

I Potatoes
INN =IINN III

ea.

89'
6/1.29

French Bread

.1b. 4.99

Party Time Favorite

Pimento Cheese

lb. 1.49

Bakery

- Baked Ham

Pizza...

1.69
1.69

Cheese Franks

Kentuckian Gold Sliced or Shaved

Lite Roast Beef, Turkey

lb.

.49

Field 1 lb

Deli

Citrus Punch
Tombstone 12 in.

MstWit
sign'

Swiss & Ham
1 lb.

1

Bologna

mge

Sliced Field 8 oz. Ham & Cheese or

1.69

2 lb.

Mr. Turkey

Frozen
Sunny Delight 12 oz.

Emge Reg. or Beef Sliced

reakfast Bacon

Buy 1 Get 1

1.2999c

?SS
ft 12 oz.

Emge Chief Sliced

Chicken Nuggets

Soup
oz. Premium

trips, I ngs or ee `ugge s
22 oz. Bag Gol Pak

Fresh Meats

1I
IIIIII IIIIII al
1/
1ruP

Stamps

I

I I With purchase of
I
Il any two boxesit
oelW
•Cake Mix
aims=I
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Murray Police
investigating
car lot thefts
Murray Police Department officials are continuing their investigation of a rash of thefts from Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet.
Sometime between Friday night
and early Monday, someone took
several items from vehicles parked
on the Dwain Taylor lot. Items
reported taken included four sets of
wheel spinners, three stereos, one
spare tire and one set of center
caps.
An earlier theft took place sometime between Jan. 13 and Friday.
Two spare tires and an AM-FM
cassette radio were taken in that
theft.
If anyone has any information
regarding these incidents, contact
the Murray Police Department. Patrolman Dean Alexander is the
investigating officer.

Murray Middle School won the Region One Math Bowl Competition
held Saturday, Jan. 20, at Brescia College in Owensboro. Murray won
over runner-up Henderson North Middle School by the score of
210
to 180 in an overtime decision. Murray advanced to the final round
by winning over Henderson South Middle School 230 to 100.
Henderson North advanced to the final round by defeating Ohio
County
Middle School and Owensboro Catholic Middle School. The Kentucky
Math Bowl uses a game show format based on the old College
Bowl
television show. The winner and runner-up from each of eight regions
advance to state competition which will be held on Saturday, January
27 at Kentucky State University in Frankfort. Murray Middle School
will play a runner-up, Meade Co., in the first round. Pictured
above,
from left., are: (frist row): David Graves, and Wade Denton;
(second
row): Charlie Harrell, Beth Rose, Sam Green, and Michell
Mitchell;
(back row): Coaches Joe Farley and Dan Thompson.

The funeral for James Lelon
Strader is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel. The Rev. Dan Leslie is officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Dale, Thomas,
Paul, Kelvin, Derek and Jason
Strader. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Strider, 84, of Hazel died
Monday at 9:15 p.m_ at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Shellie Wilson Strader; two sons,
Orvis Solder and wife, Barbara,
and Billy Joe Strader and wife,
Betty, Calvert City; two sisters,
Mrs. Ola Starks, Hazel, and Mrs.
Lucy Tidwell, Murray; four grandsons, Dale, Thomas, Paul and Kelvin Strader; eight greatgrandchildren.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
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Mrs. Dallis Miller

James Lelon
Strader

Services for Mrs. Dallis Miller
will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Buron Richerson
and Lowell Key will officiate.
Music will be Gina Brandon, planisL and Tilghman and Jessie Barrow, singers.
Pallbearers will be William Don
Bailey, Robert Greg (Bud) Miller,
Billy Reid Miller, Ken Alan Miller,
Jim Mark Miller and Alan Miller.
Burial will follow in Sinking
Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Miller, 87, of 319 Wood-

Memorial services for John
Eugene Smith will be Thursday at
4 p.m. at The Church of God, 1409
Old Mayfield Rd., Paducah. The
Rev. Brady Wynn will officiate.
Mr. Smith, 63, Paducah, died
Tuesday at 3:20 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital there.
He was the son of the late Loyal
L. Smith and Dovie Smith Oakley.
Three brothers also preceded him
in death.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Carol Powell, Cadiz, and Mrs.
Phyllis Jane Knoop, Louisville;
eight sisters, Mrs. Faye Renolds,
Hopkinsville, Mrs. Sue Northing-

Miss Angela (Angie) Lynn VanWickler, 19, Hominy, Okla., died
Jan. 17 as a result of an automobile
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Watching
accident.
a House committee effectively turn
Services were Saturday, Jan. 20,
one anti-smoking proposal to ashes
at
10 a.m. at the First Assembly of
hasn't extinguished a lawmaker's
hopes to halt smoking by young- God Church, Hominy. The Rev.
sters in this state where tobacco Ray Hale and the Rev. Ron Baldridge officiated.
Final rites for Mrs. Katie Charldominates agriculture.
Burial was in the A.J. Powell ton were today at 11 a.m. in the
Rep. Anne Meagher Northup
was promoting another bill that Memorial Cemetery with arrange- chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
could ignite a fight with tobacco ments by Powell Funeral Home, Home. The Rev. Tom Cary officiated. Music was by Choir of Marproponents after the Agriculture Hominy.
Born Jan. 13, 1971, at Dallas, tin's Chapel United Methodist
Committee turned thumbs down on
a bill to ban on-campus smoking Texas, she was the daugthter of Church with Ralph Robertson as
by elementary and high school Michael Joseph VanWickler and director and Ricky Cunningham as
Sandra Jean Smith VanWickler. pianist.
students.
Pallbearers were Greg Story,
° Northup, R-Louisville, said She spent her early years in Dallas
Tuesday she would push for legis- and Kentucky before going to
lation to prohibit youngsters under
Hominy in 1984.
the age of 16 from purchasing
A 1989 honor graduate of HomFuneral rites for Robert Rice
cigarettes. State law currently has iny High School, she was currently
Farmer
are today at 2 p.m.in the
no minimum age for buying
a student at Tulsa Junior College
cigarettes, she said.
studying Paralegal. She was also chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Glynn Orr and the
"There's a lot of support in the
employed as clerk in the mail room
state to make it less possible and
at United Video and also worked at Rev. Rudy Whitlow are officiating.
Music is by Susie Scott, Angela
less acceptable for children to
Sears in Tulsa, Okla. She attended
Williams
and Beverly Stevens.
smoke," Northup said.
the First Assembly of God Church
Pallbearers are Chip Farmer,
In an attempt to get a better outin Hominy.
come with the next bill, she said
Survivors are her father, Michael
she hoped that measure would be
J. VanWickler, Houston, Texas; her
assigned to the House Health and
mother and stepfather, Sandra and
Welfare Committee, which might
Larry Orr, Hominy; two sisters,
be more supportive of anti-smoking
LaRhonda VanWickler, Miami,
legislation.
Ha., and Jeneen Orr, Hominy;
Her comments followed the
grandmothers, Mrs. Ruby Carl, By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Press Writer
Agriculture Committee's rejection
Perry, Okla., and Mrs. Ruth
of House Bill 127, the proposal she
Thrasher, Hominy; greatWASHINGTON — A senior
co-sponsored to ban on-campus
grandmother, Mrs. Irene Alexan- Bush administration official is castsmoking by students.
der, Hominy.
ing new doubt on whether the $50
billion savings and loan bailout
enacted last August will be
adequate.
"I can't tell you with certainty
that the 150 billion is going to be
enough" to handle failed S&Ls
over the next 2% years, said DepuPrices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-55.86
I.B.M.
96 -1%
Previous Close
2615.32
Ingersoll Rand
49% -%
Air Products
46% -%
Kmart
335/.
A.T.C.-Class A
391
/
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401
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Associated Press Writer
Briggs & Stratton
284 +1
/
2
Quaker Oats
48'/I -1
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16% -3/,
Sears
WASHINGTON — Congress'
36 -%
CSX Corp
33% -%
Snap-On Tools
budget analysts say lawmakers and
314 -%
Dean Foods
3114 -1/3
Texaco
President Bush will need to find
56% unc
Dollar Gen. Store
8% B 9A
Time-Warner
107% -3%
$74 billion in savings to meet next
Exxon
46% -%
UST
year's deficit target, a Capitol Hill
27 -1
Ford
42 -1%
Wal-Mart
41'/I -%
source says.
General Motors
40% 44
Woolworth
5854 -1%
That amount of savings, a figure
Goodrich
394 44
C.E.F. Yield
the
7.68
Congressional Budget Office
Goodyear
35% -14
plans to reveal today to the Senate
Budget Committee, would be more
BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM
than double the figure the Bush
administration is expected to say it
COURT SQUARE
753-3366
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Associated Press WOW

lawn, Murray, died Tuesday at 4:20
am. at West View Nursing Home.
Her husband, Elmer Miller, died
Oct. 15, 1975.
She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Sue Miller and husband,
William B., Rt. 2, Murray, and
Mrs. Dottie Bailey and husband,
William, 1705 Wells, Murray; one
son, Robert M. Miller and wife,
Nancy, 1505 Martin's Chapel Rd.,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Chettie
Pippin, Meridan, Miss., and Mrs.
Louie Potts, Murray; two brothers,
Lancie Morris, Ri 7, Murray, and
A.D. Morris, Water Valley, Miss.;
11 grandchildren; 16 greatgrandchildren.

John Eugene Smith

Defeat in House
has not put out
Angela (Angie)
no-smoking fire
Lynn VanWickler

Hog market
Setierdasia %Ad 'veus Service }sem 34, 1911
Cesacky racism Ara Hog Marti &port Weida 5
Sestsi swim fur** Ad 614, El.IN bream &
GIS Aly
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OBITUARIES

ton, Lakeland, Fla., Mrs. Rebecca
Fleming, Paducah, Mrs. Wanda
Stonum, Benton, Mrs. Martha Sansom, Hickman, Mrs. Julia
Edmonds, Cadiz, and Mrs. Karen
Hopkins and Mrs. Wilma Coy,
Murray; two brothers, Earl Thomas
Oakley, Cadiz, and Leroy Oakley,
Benton; three grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
The body will be cremated.
Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah, is
in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to the American Cancer
Society.

Mrs. Katie Charlton

* SPECIAL *
Shrimp Lovers Platter
•

oof

35 fresh Gulf Shrimp
(broiled, cajun. popcorn,
fried & boiled)
Includes Salad Bar

vea''

$795

*rum *um

Open: Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
Murray
Hwy. 641 N.
753-4141 /
fAl
411"
Yr ‘VV%. -/Vieb.1%.1heak...110k4rA7*-14g5.-"."

WANTED
Three Residential Locations For
Demonstration Swimming Pools
In This Area

Chris Farmer, Mike Woods, Jackie
Woods, Ronnie Green and Tony
Green. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Farmer, 46, of 106 South
14th St., Murray, died Monday at 6
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Bush official says $50 billion bailout
for S&Ls may fall short of estimates

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market

ty Treasury Secretary John E. Robson, the department's No. 2
official.
Robson's testimony to the House
Banking Committee marked a
subtle shift in the administration
position. Although officials previously acknowledged the $50 billion
could fall short, they had always
maintained they knew of no reason
why their estimate would prove
wrong.

$74 billion needed to meet deficit

4
.--•-•

.‘

WILL BUILD AT COST PLUS
Here Is
Your Chance To Own America's
Finest Swimming Pool At Great Savings!
As advertised in House Beautiful Magazine

Call

Mrs. Charlton, 71, Rt. 4, Murray,
died Monday at 1:27 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was the widow of Homer
Charlton.

Robert Rice Farmer

IbtrIT"

-

Gary Story, Shane Story, Hafford
Adams Jr., Hew Cooper and Tanny
Barnes. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.

1-800-821-3087

needs to meet the shortfall goal.
The report by CB0 — Congress'
fiscal analysis arm — will project a
$138 billion deficit for fiscal 1991,
which begins Oct. 1. The GrammRudman deficit reduction law
requires next year's budget gap to
not exceed $64 billion.
Bush is expected to say he needs
$30 billion to $35 billion in savings when he submits his $1.23
trillion 1991 budget to Congress on
Monday.

Japan launches
first lunar probe
By DAVID THURBER

HURRY IN FOR BEST
SELECTION

BARGAIN TABLES
70%0FF
Now Thru January 27, 1990
-Small Appliances 'Toys -Tools
•Paint -Household Products -Much More!

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.
Hours:
M-S 7;30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00

753-2571 or
753-4110

Associsted Press Witter

I/ WINTER

SDAUL
nY6

Fall & Winter
Shoes

hoe
hack

$10 & $15

Spring Shoes Arriving Daily
Hoursc
Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

759-4795

UCHINOURA, Japan — Japan's
first lunar probe lifted off today,
billowing clouds of smoke arid carrying Japanese hopes of becoming
the third nation to reach the Earth's
closest neighbor.
The slender M3S-2 rocket disappeared into the night sky over the
Pacific Ocean from its launch pad
nestled between mountains on
Japan's southern coast.
Launch officials said it would
take several hours before they
knew whether the launch was successful. The rocket blasted off on
schedule at 8:46 p.m. (6:46 Lin.
EST).
If successful, the Muses-A satellite will be the first spacecraft to
visit the moon since an .unmanned
Soviet vehicle landed on its surface
in 1976. Only the United States
and the Soviet Union have sent
spacecraft to the moon.
Originally set for Tuesday, the
liftoff had been postponed with
only 18 seconds to go after an electrical switching problem cut off
power to a hydraulic pump used to
aim the nozzle of an auxiliary
booster rocket.
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Snoopy turns 40(that's 280 in
dog years) and Paris celebrates
pate in the show, which opens to
the public Wednesday and runs
through April 22.
Schulz, 67, recounted that on his
first day of school, his teacher had

By MARILYN AUGUST
associais• Press Mast

PARIS - The French celebrated
Snoopy on Tuesday, saying that
happiness is a warm puppy-even
one that's 40 years old.
The beguiling beagle who
appears in Charles Schulz's comic
strip "Peanuts" was honored with
a blockbuster retrospective worthy
of the World War I flying ace,
bird -lover and faithful friend to
that round-headed kid.
Schulz, by the way, also was
honored. He was named Commander of Arts and Letters, one of
France's highest awards for excellence in the arts.
"Thank you for being the creator of Snoopy, full of humor and
with a zest for life," Culture
Minister Jack Lang told Schulz.
"Your character is both mythical
and hedonistic and he has taken
over our collective consciousness
and become a part of our everyday
lives."
Schulz, beaming but appearing
slightly embarrassed by the attention, said that during Snoopy's war
years when he battled the Red
Baron, he once explained how he
Learned to speak French.
"He said he had a small tourist
phrase book, but he told me you
only really need to know one word,
and that is, 'Merci,"' Schulz said
in English.
Ceremonies took place at the
Decorative Arts Museum, which is
honoring the whimsical dog with a
retrospective featuring Snoopy
memorabilia.
Eve Dutton, director of special
events at Determined Productions,
which co-sponsored the show with
the Paris museum, said Schulz was
"shocked" when asked to partici-
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By GARY LARSON
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When referees go home at night.
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IF TI-l'AT LITTLE REP-HAIRED
UJHAT I HAVE TO PO 15
GIRL SEES ME STANDING HERE
WRIGGLE OUT OF MY SWEATER
WITH MY SLEEVE CAUGHT IN THE g BUT STILL
LOOK REAL COOL ...
PENCIL 5HARPENER,514E'LL THINK I'M
NE DUMBEST PERSON IN NE WORLD ?
5
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predicted he would be an artist.
Asked how Snoopy is facing up
to 40, Schulz said: "He stays in
good shape and he'll be better than
ever."
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BEETLE BAILEY
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Your Individual
Horoscope

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 1990

CLASSIFIEDS
150

I.
t:1)A4
.‘4
Fraaces Drake
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Extra responsibilites are liable to
fall on your shoulders today through
the job Business arid pleasure will
mix to your advantage now Financial
developments are positive
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Couples may be planning to get
away for a spell now. Your personality will be a factor in your success
today. You'll be making a nice
impression on those you contact.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
You'll be pleased with what you
accomplish on the job now Though
you'll meet with investment oppportunnies now, extra expenses could
arise in connection with another.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll be making a decision today
in connection with a child's welfare.
Partners will be sharing responsibilities together now. Relaxing pursuits
are favored tonight.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
The workload may be heavy but
you'll be pleased with your accomplishments today. An assignment
could come now that's especially to
your liking. Business and pleasure
combine favorably.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Youll be busy with the affairs of a
child today, but you'll be happy in
their company. Singles will enjoy
dating now.The accent is on pleasure
interests tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept 23to Oct.22)
You'll be making some changes at
home. In preparation for company
tonight, you may tackle a major task
earlier in the day. Tonight, you'll
certainly be having an enjoyable time.

4

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You're serious minded today and
able to accomplish a lot of a mental
nature. Communications with others
are favored now. You're sharp, articulate and persuasive.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You may go shopping for a luxury
item now, but also remember to stay
on top of unpaid financial obligations.
Nay your cards close to the chestin
business dealings.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You're awfully serious today and
you should devote some time now to
the enjoyment of life. Spruce up your
appearance and be nice to yourself
Things go your way now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20to Feb. 18)
You may be busy now with work
leftover from yesterday. You'll feel
better about everything, once you get
some unfinished tasks out of the way.
Relax tonight.
PISCES
Wale
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
mean
Once again a friend asks a favor of
you. You'll be introduced to some
very interesting people socially today.
The world seems to smile on you
tonight, when you'll find yourself
- quite popular.

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICT NOTICE OF REFERENDUM ON CREATION OF PROPOSED
EAST FORK CLARKS RIVER FLOODPLAIN CONSERVANCY DISTRICT, EMBRACING LANDS LYING IN THE
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.To all owners of
lands lying within the proposed East Fork
Clarks River Floodplain Conservancy District, comprising the territory described as
follows: From Highway 94E of Murray
extending north to county line and encompassing all floodplain lands lying below the
elevations of440 ft. south to 460 ft. north on
U.S.G.S. topographical maps lands lying on
both east and west sides of East Fork Clarks
River.
Notice is hereby given that on the 7th day
of February, 1990, between the hours of
11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., a referendum will
be held in the said territory upon the
proposition of the creation of the East Fork
Clarks River Floodplain Conservancy District under the provisions of the Watershed
Conservancy District Law of this State.
All persons, firms, and corporations who
shall hold title to any lands lying within the
said territory are eligible to vote. Only such
persons,firms, and corporations are eligible
to vote.
Polling place for the referendum is as
follows:
Almo Country Corner at
Almo Heights
Eligible voters within the proposed district shall cast their ballots at the polling
place above mentioned. Eligible voters who
will be absent on the day of the referendum
may apply in person or in writing to Joe Dan
Taylor, Polling Superintendent,%Calloway
County Conservation District, at the Bel Air
Shopping Center, Murray, Ky. for absentee
ballots. Each applicant for an absentee
ballot shall state his name, residence, location,and acreage ofland owned,and interest
therein.
Calloway County Soil
Conservation District
By - Albert Wilson, Chairman
DATED THIS 18th DAY OF DECEMBER
1989.

416

Eastwood Kiddie Kollege
is now enrolling children
(i weeks up to school age.
6:30 a.m. to 5:15 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
For more information or to enroll call

759-1320 or 753-0716

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
• All real estate advertising in this newspaper is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1988, which
makes it illegal to advertise "any preference, limitation or
discrimination
because of race, color,
religion, sex, handicap, familial status or
national origin. or
make any such preference, limitation or
discrimination."
We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal
opportunity basis.
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CANDY vencing Excellent
profit. Minimum investment. 1-800-999-2395

Aitken
Fe Mb

START AT THE TOP.Own
your own business tiat has
demand and repeat
business. Own your own
business that provides financing assistance, thorough initisi and continuing
raining. on-sits operations
and sates support and expansion assistance. Own
your own business that can
be partners with tie business community Own your
own shon-run commercial
printing center Tennessee
(collect) 615-399-0622,
Other 1-800-422-3278
CHRISTMAS package mistakenly left in trunk of my
car Owner identify and pay
lot ad. Cal 753-3194 or
753-7258
I, JAMES M Smith, am no
longer evaporable for anyone's debts other than my
own.
JANUARY Clearance Sale!
Country Jeans 25% & 50%
Jeans, Tops and Much
Mural 94E Friday 12-4, Saturday 10-4 759-1062
JO-AN'S Varieties on tie
square now carrying nursing home gowns and robes,
Also carrying ladies and
chidrens name brand clothing at discount prices
Exquisite Form bras and
girdles, panty hose, stockings, knee-hes & ankle-hes,
earrings $1 and up January Clearance now in progress 753-9569 MondayFriday 9-5, Sat. 10-5.
FAYE'S new hours: 9:30
a.m.-8:00 p.m., MondaySaturday. 753-7743,
GRANDMA Milers Bake
Shop at Rolling Hills
Nursery on North 12th
Street is now open again.
Tuesday -Saturday
9-5:30prn Special on frozen Jam cakes $6.50 until
gone. 759-9536

The family of Ricky
Dale Moss wish to express oto deep thanla to
Our friends, the students
and faculty of Calloway
Co. High School, the
class of'89,friendriand
neighbors of13th Staand
Scenic Acres Subdivision, Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Bro.
Dennis Norvel, pastor of
Poplar Springs *Baptist
(hurch,for his cpmforting words of sympathy,
Oneida White solenst,
co-workers at the 7,epartrrunt of Social Services, Public Ice Service,
board members, coworkers and members of
Amvets and 'Auxiliary
Post
#45,
Paris,
Tennessee.
Your thoughtfulness
that was expressed
through your gifts at the
recent loss of our loved
one
was
greatly
appreciated
We can never thank
all of you personally but
will always remember in
our hearts the love and
kindness shown us.
Bless all of you,
Mother,
Glenna Wadkiru
Brother, Terry Moss
and all the family

/HomeSellersA
Realty
505 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0375

after 5 p.m.

WE HELP YOU SELL YOUR
REAL ESTATE AND SAVE YOU MONEY

PÔERRY'S
CUSTOM KITCHEN MINOS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

YOU COULD SAVE $2,000.00' by tclling your
home with HomeSellers Realty We charge a fee
for our service rather than a percentage of the
sale price
with Hortit•St:II. •
• By soli,ng y
broknr who c h
s o 6' of solo price c...,[•,•tii
ft Ihng for $65,000) f0.34.!
her
based it
cooirms,.i_n rot. on: not set by law

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•

'Drop by & ass ow' wwwroom
,Ji•8uar-auliPAYlee0und Buonv Brew,

WHAT WE DO!
• We help you establish a fair market price for your home
• We advertise your home in the paper each week
• We help you get buyers through our unique marketing plan

HELP WANTED
...
• Bakers

:MO
'. .

Duotilys

• Cooks
• Waiters
• Waitresses
• Kitchen
Help

305 S. 12th
Murray
Apply In Person
Friday, Jan. 26, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

• We help buyers obtain financing.
• We charge you a set fee (for a $65,000 home the fee is
$1,900).
• We provide all the serwes of a licensed real estate
professional.
• We are REALTORS and are members of the Multiple Listing
Service.

WHAT YOU DO!
• You ShOW your own property. .(or we'll show rt for a small
additional fee- payable only il sold to the party shown),

W. PAUL DAILEY - BROKER

Jilt.

NEED Quail Quilted? Poly
& Neita's Machine Quilting
480-2602 or 527-3807
PASSPORT Photos In
Want pompon photos avail
able at Allison Photogra
phy, 753-8609
SEWING & Alterations
Cal,502-345-2479

$60.00 PER HUNDRED remailing letters horn home!
Details, send selfaddressed, sternped envelope. Associates, Box
30e-T, Colon*, NJ 07067
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Learn the trade
We send instructions,
parts, and check for assembly Call 404-426-0672
Ext W139
DAYTIME help, experience
preferred
Apply at
Subby's, Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray.
EARN money at home stuffing enveiopes Send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to SEMA Box 1179
Dallas, Ga. 30132

NEWS/Pubic Affairs Director tor 100,000 watt NPR
affiliate in Western Ky Responsible for all news/
public affairs which constitutes 25% of program schedule. Ince/dos abdity to host
MORNING EDITION, produos or supervise the production of al local news/
pubic idtairs melons& work
with students and volunteers Badielors degree,
experience in news and
public affairs, good writing
skills and vocal presentation, ability to supervise reporter, students and volunteers and set directkon foe
department Closing date
March 5 or until filled Salary: $17,000-$20,000
Send resume, writing samples, audition tape, references, to: News Search,
WKIAS, Box 2018, University Station, Murray, Ky
42071. MSU * an equal
opportunity/affimiative action employer.
INSTRUC
c-Y•
ct LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
Stan The New Year
Right WIth A New Came,
ALLIANCE
'PAC TOP TIN.it T.AMITTG Cfs• 1.5
LEBANON. TN

‘,

FULL-TIME alteration lady
needed for ladies dress
shop 5 days per week_
Salary commensurate with
experience and ability.
Send resume to: PO Box
10400, Murray, Ky. 42071.

1 -800-334-1203
NEED a job? AGED? Hope
for the future? You may
qualify if:'You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma; You have been
out of school 9 months or
more; 'You are between
the ages of 16 & 21 We we
an E.O.E. This project is
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- J.T.P.A. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.

NURSING
ASSISTANTS
Full and part-time
ivsitions available on
all shifts. Starting salary $3.50 per hour
plus 20 per hr. shift
differential for the 3 to
11 and ii to 7 shifts.
Experience preferred
but not necessary.
Apply in person at:
West View
Nursing Hume
1401 So. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
42071
1,01: N1/1,
NEED lady to stay and help
elderly person 753-7757.
NEED mature dependable
person for full-time position. We provide on-the-job
training toward licensing in
this challenging/rewarding
hearing health care profession. Apply in person at 206
S. 4th St. Murray between
9arn-5pm.

RN
7 a.m.-3 p.m. fulltime position available for unit manager. Salary is $12
per hour, health &
life ins, provided
plus other competitive benefits.
nurses
Interested
contact:
Betty Mosley
Westvlew Nursing
Home
1401 S. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-1304
EOE - M/F
EXPERIENCED in-home
bebysitter. Nice neighborhood, large yard. Call anytime, 759-1644

of least 10% during the first
year. Applicants must be
graduates of a IliChOgi of
nursing accredited by the
National League for Nursing and be eigibie for Kentucky licensure. Licensed
prece col nurse applicants
are sought to develop registers of spoken* ova&
abie to provide home and
community based seri/joss.
Salary range is $5.56-6.43
based on experience. Increases of at least 10%
during tie first yew. Applio
ants must be graduates of a
school of practical nursing
which meets the requirements of Kentucky Stale
Law, and be etigible for
Kentucky lioensure as a
practicai nurse. Openings
are generally fur experienced nurses in full-time,
weekday positions HowOW", new graduates and
applicants interested in
part-time and job sharing
will be considered. Full lime
employees receive holiday
and fringe benefit package
comparable to state government employee benefits. Starting salaries may
be less for new graduates,
based on education. Applications may be secured
from the Purchase District
Health Department Administrative Office 320 N. 7th
St Mayfield, Ky. 42066 or
any Purchase District
Health Center. Transcripts
are required for RN applicants EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

PART-TIME youth director's position now open with URGENTLY NEED DEFirst Christian Church (Dis- PENDABLE PERSON to
ciples of Christ), Murray
work without supervision
Want a mature young adult, for Texas oil co. in Murray
preferably married, close to area We train. Write P.D.
or has completed a bache- Dickerson, Pres.,
lors degree, experience SWE PG0, Box 961005. Ft.
working with high school Worth, Tx 76161,
youth, possess people
skills, can handle having
090
more than one boss, and a
Skaffa,
strong church connected
Warded
back-ground. Mail resume
to: Pastor David Roos, 111
WILL stay with sick or
North Fifth Street, Murray, elderly. Full or part-time
(phone
Ky. 42071
Call 753-4590 tor more
502-753-3824).
information.
PART-TIME dishwasher WANT a fresh, clean, orweekends only. Apply in ganized home or office?
person: Fern Terrace Spring is on its way- Get an
Lodge 1505 Stadium View early start! 901-642-2907
Drive. EOE.
Have references. Will come
Murray.
to
PROMOTION/
Development Director for WILL sit with elderly at
103,000 watt NPR affiliate night. 474-2386,
in Western Ky. Responsible for devising and imple100
menting fundraising progBusiness
rams that provide at least
25% of budget. Also devise
OPPellufAY
and implement station
promotional activities. Ex- .COMMERCIAL lawn mowperience in promotions, ng business Equipment
accounts. 753-9567
sales, non-profit fundrais- and
ing important Bachelors
degree, good writing skills,
MEDICARE
'knowledge of public radio.
SUPPLEMENT
Closing date March 5 or
Until filled. Salary:
INSURANCE
$20.000-$23,000. Send reNo age limit
sume, writing samples, reto apply.
Our most popular
ferences, to: Development
Search, WKMS, Box 2p18,
plan pays up to
University Station, Murray,
100% of Medicare
Ky 42071. Murray State
Approved charges
University is an equal
(many policies pay
opportunity/affirmative aconly 20%). We even
tion employer.
pay on office calls
RECEPTIONIST: Typing,
and other out of hostelephone skills, computer
pital expenses. For
experience, dictaphone or
free information
shorthand. Please send reCall:
sume to: PO Box 528, MurJerry McConnell
ray, Ky. 42071.
Insurance
RN/LPN - Expand your hor753-4199
izons!! Become a profes"tree local
sional, self-directed public
claim service"
or home health nurse. Provide care to patients in the
home or in public health
centers in counties served
110
by the Purchase District
VW*
Health Department RegisTo buy
tered nurse positions
based in Graves and Callo- BUYING: aluminum cars,
way Counties are currently
battery, scrap metal, copavailable Registers of per and junk cars. KGA
qualified registered nurse
Recycling 492-8183 days,
applicants are maintained 498-8785 nights.
for use when vacancies occur in al counties On-call CASH paid for mobile
home axles and tires. We
time, required in some posiwill remove, 527-0031.
tions, is compensated. Salary range is $9.05 to
CIVAL war artifacts: sword,
$9.9 7/hr. based on educecannon balls, muskets, old
'ton, experience and level
Wind:ester rifles, old Colt
of responsibility Increases
pistols Ask for Larry,
753-3633

NURSING HOME COSTS.
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
'Medicare pays less than 2%
Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will, spend time in a nursing home.
•In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
'Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

GOOD used
435-4597

piano.

RAW Furs' Stanley McClellan, Pulaski, Illinois. Phone
(618) 342-6316.
WANT 1 to 5+ acres oft
Hwy. 94 between Murray
and Kenlake. Clarence
Kong PO Box 224, LaPorte
Ind. 46350.

ARROW swage buildings:
10x9 It. building with door
56* wide x Se height,
$229.99. 10x12 It. budding
with door 56' wide x 61
height, $299.90. 104 high
gable building with door 56"
index 80'height, $289.90
Coast to Coast HORMWS,
753-8604
CANOPY - 24'x24' aluminum service station canopy,taken down - ready to
move, $1,250.00. Call
753-7668 days or
753-2364 nigh*.
COMPLETE ham radio station, includes HF and VHF
equipment, antenna and
accessories. Kenmore winclaw We, $100. 750-4523
Etter 6pm.
ELECTRIC hospital bed,
used 13 months, $450.,
antique bedroom suit
$1500. 753-7190.
OFFICE equipment - new
and used- desks, chairs,
fie cabinets. South 401 &
Elm St Call 753-7668 days
or 753-2394 nights.
PROM dress for sale. Call
after 6pm, 753-2309
SOLID 14K yellow gold ladies Geneve watch with
diamond bezel Original
band length, Rarely worn.
Purchase $600 Sell $300.
753-6762 after 5:30prn.
STOCK Reduction Sale on
Greeting Cards, only $200
a box! Gerald Waldrop
1624 Olive St

155

ArOinow

0
GE white stove, good condition, 36x25. $125
753-5004 after 5pm.
MOVING SALE: 19cu, ft
refrigerator, white, with ice
maker $175. Electric range,
white, $75. Electric clothes
dryer, white, $75. 2 twin
beds with brass headboards, $30. Must sell be
fore Jan. 31. Cal 753-2494
after 5pm
USED appliances - refrigerators & stoves, gas &
electric. Call 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights.
160
Home
furnishings
2 UVINGROOM suits, end
tables and coffee table, odd
coffee table Cal after 6pm,
759-4651
COUCH for sale, excellent
condition. 753-2309, after
6Pel
INSIDE SALE - Furniture,
misc., some antiques
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
9-5pm. Lakeway Shores
Subdivision. Take Hwy 260
to Wedgewood Dr., take
Dana Gay Dr to 4th house
on right.
JINNY Linn baby bed with
mattress, matching 3
drawer dresser and 4
drawer chest 435-4597
NEW and used fumraire for
sale Call 753-2922 and
ask for Neal
RATTAN furniture, 5
pieces. 753-5121
165
Aatiquee
ANTIQUE 4-poster full size
bed with matching dressers. 759-1850 after 5pm

Fare
Equipment
FOR Sale: 1086 International tractor. 753-5463 or
753-0144.
WOULD like to buy, 40 or
50hp tractor. 489-2642.

GUNS for sale, including an
AK47. 753-8738

FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4713

FIREWOOD delivered $30
rick, pickup
WANTED - apProxirrialelY and white $25. Red oak
oak, green or
20 acres in Atino Heights seasoned 7w174
.7
tor trailer park. 759-4801.
MM
MO
MM

M:
W

DAVID'S
HOME IMPROVEMENT

Remodeling, Installation of Vents, Braces
Moisture Barriers, Insulation
Residential & Commercial
David Gallkwore
2474422
4'0'0
•••••••4
fr.t.th•at.4%it

Fre* Esamoiso

RI. 1, Box 21
Puryser,TN

we•v••••
••••••4
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Mobile
Noose For $alo
OAK and Hickory firewood
for sale 753-9745
OAK firewood and slate,
seasoniml or green, deivared. 753-5476.
SEASONED Firewood.
$20/ rick pidted up; $30/
rick delivered. Minimum 2
ricks. Call to peace *inter
orders, 492-8254.

1980 FAIRMONT - 1440 •
2 br., 1 beet - gas central
hest and air equipped partially furnished,
$5,850.00. Cal 753-7668
clays or 753-2304 nights.
COMPLETELY remodeled
1970 Duke 17x60- 2 bedroom, 1 bath, refrigerator,
stove, a/c. Very nice. Must
see. $5900. 489-2424

SEASONED firewood, $30
per rick, delivered Minimum order, 2 ricks
759-4011i
WOOD tor sale 436-5481

7 PIECE Ludwig red rockers. All Ludwig hardware
included. Zidjian cymbals.
Best offer. 489-2117
ELECTRIC GUITAR - Stinger- Starter guitar with amplifier and case. Like new.
Van Haien design $300 or
beet offer Cal 759-1386.

8x12 STORAGE Buiking:
Conventional roof, delivered and set-up, $800.
354-9144.
BULK Herbs - herbal teas
Specialty books on holistic
health, ecology, herbs &
American Indians. Near
Puryear, Tenn Fair Oaks
Resource
Center
901-247-3799

Mi

Lola
For Sale

NOW taking applications
ice Section 8 Fient subsidized apartments, 1 bedroom Apply Southard°
Manor 9-11, 12 I 2 1.4-F
753-8221 Equal Housing
Opponunity

Hoes*
Far Sale

21 ACRE hill 10 Tee VIOW of
tree tops (tnangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey $62,500 Joe
W Nanny', 753-9622

ONE bedroom apartment MOBILE home lots in
tor rent,3 blocks from MSU Scenic Acres near East
$125/month 753-6111
Elementary - city water,
$3,850.30 Call 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights.
Haulm
SHERWOOD Forrest,
For Seat
shaded lot, city water,
2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bed- sewer, natural gas
room home, dose to down- 759-9268
town 753-4109.

2 BEDROOM trailer, Northwind Trailer Court Rt. 8,
Box 1, Murray_ 753-9866 3 BEDROOM,2 bath house
for rent $485/month, depo2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished sit required
Westwood
or unfurnished. Some new Drive
No pets 436-2882
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209.
For Red
RENT or rent to own: 2
aria..
bedroom mobile home in
Getaway Bay Recreational
Development, near Aurora, FOR Rent House at 1110
Ky. Recreational facilities 12th St , unfurnished.
available to renters or own- Call 753-5802, beers. For information call tween 8-5pm
753-2613, after 5•30pm
753-0840.

160
Homes
For Salo
2 BEDROOM,2 bath, living
room with dining, eat-in
kitchen, all appliances and
pantry. Carpeted and
draped throughout Paddle
fans, air condition, washer/
dryer, utility area. Patio,
garage and fenced-in backyard. Vinyl sided, storms
and screens. Upgraded in
1988. In town near all conveniences. 759-4075

JIM'S Heating 8 Air Conditioning installing and servicing all brands with 14
years experience!
Commercial/ residential.
753-9518. 24 hour answering. After hours 658-3282.

PROFESSIONAL HORSE
TRAINING 8 RIDING INSTRUCTION, Correct
Horsemanship. Will come
to your location. Karen Collins, 489-2232.

puppies

AKC

lirrimmr"

)1iViCIVII
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Wiggins Furniture iirts4/4, . 0,.
Sr‘494..

liSilt°1t*S14"
Orldti

SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
L.R., OR, Den w/wood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg. foyer, 2'h baths, 2
car garage. Owner anxious
to sell. Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 pm
SPACIOUS 3 bedroom aluminum sided home. Central
heat and air, carport and
shop within 15 minutes
from Murray. Will consider
financing. Call after 5pm,
492-8595
.170

1989 YAMAHA Blaster,
435-4299 after 5:30pm.

Beautiful
Country Home

0141.10

QUALITY construction and
well maintained describes
this 3 bedroom 2 bath
brick with central heat and
arr, garage, oak built-ins
and MORE! $69,900 00
Call Roberts Realty at
753-1651 or 759-4810
whet

1989 POLARIS 4-whee
drive, 4-wheeler, like new.
753-6740.

BEAUTIFUL lot with 2 bedWESTERN saddle not room remodeled older
fancy, but in good shape. home. 2.5 acres, outbuildRANDY Thornton Co., Inc. $75. 753-0630.
ings, and garage. Penny
CAPS, shirts, jackets print Heating and air conditionarea, $32,000. 753-7224
or embroidery. Faye's ing for commercial or resiafter 5 pm.
dential. Factory authorized
753-7743.
Pols
Irene and Carrier dealer
& Scembs
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS Factorytrained servicedesperately needs to buy
men, six radio- dispatched 4 BEAGLE pups. 6 months
coins. Small accumulations service
trucks. 24 hour old. Call 753-7528
4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
and large collections welemergency service.
3100 sq. ft. LA, 121/2
come. See our coins and 753-8181.
Locally owned AKC COCKER
acres, barn, pasture
currency, silver dollars and
wormed.
shots,
Black,
and operated. Serving Muroutbuildings.
and
proof sets at the Ox-Yoke
buff,
blond,
black/white,
ray and Calloway County
Home has hardwood
and Blue Door (Hazel), Old
black/tan, white/tan. Cotfor over 52 years.
Tobacco Towne (Mayieid)
& ceramic tile floors,
tage Grove, Tenn $80.
and the Treasure House
901-782-3513.
new carpet, deck, pa300
(Murray). Estates aptio. Must see to appreAKC
PUPPIES
Busbies
various
praised. 753-4161.
ciate.
10 min. east of
breeds.
Eskimos, Huskies,
&Male
town, $139,500.
CHURCH pews over
Chows, Shih-tzus, Lasa's,
1000ft. of random length
Keeshonds. 436-5634 or 753-1834
church pews, in excellent OFFICE 304 N. 12th, 615-746-5355.
LOVELY & Affordable.
condition. Solid oak back 1200sq.ft remodeled, seREGISTERED Air- Older home with 4+ bedwith padded seats Call parate conference rooms.
dale puppies: 3 months, rooms, 2 modern baths,
753-3414 days or 753-7743.
wormed, shots, papers. eat-in kitchen, formal di753-7920 evenings
OFFICE or retail space in
Championship bloodline. ning, sun porch and much
ELECTRIC hospital bed Southside Shopping Cen- $200. 502-527-1102.
more. Phone Coleman
$400., lift chair $250. Call ter. Call 753-9386 or
Real Estate 753-9898.
753-6612.
BLACK Lab, female
753-1408 or 753-1802.
spayed. Kids pet $50
DUPLEX in town dose to
SHARP Copiers: Local au354-8914.
campus. 3 bedrooms each
thorized dealer, sales, reHEMALAYA cat 10 months side,'A brick with new vinyl
ntal, lease and service. Call
old. Gentle and loving. Call siding, paved driveways.
1-800-248-4319.
1 8 2 BEDROOM apart- 753-0747 atter
$70,000. 753-1408 or
3pm.
753-1802.
ments for rent Near univerMALE Pomeranian. $50.
sity. No pets. 753-5992.
&mimeo
GOVERNMENT HOMES
Pekingese and Shih-Tzu
Services
1 OR 2 bedroom apartment puppies. 474-8057
$1.00 (U Repair) Repos &
Tax Properties. BUY DInear downtown Murray,
JOYCE Noel Tax Service
753-4109.
SHELTIE pups (toy collies), RECT! Get the FACTS TOhas moved to 915 ColdwaDAY! 1-518-459-3546 EXT
ter Road. Call 753-6069 for 2 BEDROOM duplex in AKC registered, sable and
H-973
white.
$150.
247-0942.
appointment. Hodge, Noel Northwood. $395/month.
and Associates
759-4406.
STUD service Alaskian Ma- GREAT potential with this 4
bedroom, 24 bath brick
PRIVATE Investigator with 2 BEDROOM duplex apart- lamute. Call after 6pm. located on wooded lot
in
753-2309.
years
22
city and state in- ment, on deadend street on
town with central heat and
vestigation experience. Story Ave Central heat and
air, appliances, deck with
130
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil air, new carpet Appliances
jacuzzi, and more at
'Personal or Corporate furnished. No pets lease
$69,500.00. Call Roberts
'Missing Persons Your and deposit required. Call
Realty at 753-1651 or
needs, our specialty. Call 753-7185
759-4810 nights
Confidential Investigations,
NICE 2 bedroom duplex. KOPPEFtUD REALTY of- 124 ACRES,
open and
(502)753-2641
Central H/A, all appliances fers a complete range of wooded. Asking
Price $470
furnished. Coleman RE, Real Estate services with a
per acre. Located south of
270
753-9898.
wide selection of quality the Ky. Line on black top
Mobilo
homes, all prices. road Also for sale 60 acres
Homm Fat Sale
NICE 2 bedroom duplex,
753-1222, toll free
more or less with 3 BR
dose to campus 753-9566 1
-800-251-HOME Ext. home, tractor, combine and
1974 CAMERON mobile
days, 753-0292 after 5pm. 711L
home 12'x61': 2 bedrooms
other farm equipment.
with washer, dryer, stove, NICELY furnished 1 or 2
Price $69,500.00 Call
refrigerator, kitchen table, bedroom apartment, lo- NEW Condominiums For Tommy Moody, Moody Rewindow air. All electric cated near campus. Phone Sale 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, alty Company 414 Tyson
$2,750 Call 437-4038 after 753-6111 days or 1,380 sq. it plus garage, all Avenue Paris, In
lpm or 753-7833.
753-0606 after 4:30 p.m. applicances included plus 901-642-5093
or
many other extras. For 800-642-5093 toll free.
more information phone
Realty IDEAL starter home!2 bed• Kopperud
room, 1 bath, located on
753-1222.
quiet street in town with
THINKING of selling your large backyard and a carhome? Contact Randal port. Priced right at
Scott at Roberts Realty Put $2950000 Call Roberts
a FUN TIME reeitor to work Realty at 753-1651 or
for you If you have any 759-4810 nights
questions concerning any
JANUARY SPECIAL
of your Real Estate needs, INCOME potential with this
bedroom
immaculate
2
is
market
this
Fresh on the
call Randal at 753-1651 or 2 bedroom, 1 bath, near
home on beautifully wooded lot. Offered in the
come by Roberts Realty at M.S U House in good
upper $40's.
414 South 12th Street. shape, large lot, garage
Roberts Realty, serving Priced at $23,500 00 Call
Kopperud Realty
Murray and Calloway Roberts Realty at 753-1651
763-1222
711 Main
County for over 36 years. or 759-4810 nights

/reel

BY Builder beautiful new 3
1985 Z-28 with t tops
bedroom, 2 bath, country $4903 753-7728
home 5 minuses from town
on 3 or 6 acres $112,000
753-8673

Motorcycles

Lliteskiok
Supplea

‘'

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray. 759-9831.

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
iron 5' .0 0x31
753-5562 if no answer:
753-6078, 753-0996

zes

1963 NOVA, 4-door, $300
Call after 4pm, 492-8548
1971 VOLKSWAGON window van, overhauled mo$850. Murray
tor
436-5560.
1977 THUNDERBIRD nice
dependable car, reasonable. 753-6416.

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
Rc-nt From Gene At

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET. INC.
502-753-2617
1980 CUTLASS Calais:
white with burgundy plush
interior Loaded with accessories, sunroof, extra
clean. Call after 5pm,
7534705.
1988 PLYMOUTH Horizon:
4-door, automatic, air, still
under warranty. 1 owner,
excellent condition.
489-2410.
1982 MAZDA 626. Needs
minor repair. Great second
car or work car. $1000.
759-4523.
1982 OLDSMOBILE
Omega Brougham: 4 door,
good condition. Call
759-4753 after 5pm
1982 TORNADO Oldsmobile can be seen at Southside Manor. Inquire J3
apartment 753-4590.
1983
CUTLASS
Brougham. V8, medium
blue. 492-8305 days,
753-5447 after 5pm.
1984 944 red PORSCHE
Day 442-3585, night
442-6433.
1984 INDY Fiero: 1 of 2000
made has tilt, cruise, power
locks and windows, mirrors
and removable sunroof
Must see 753-0792,
1987 CELEBRITY, 59,000
rnikis, $4350 1986 Celebrity 53,000 miles, $4000.
1988 Taurus GL, 55,000
miles, $6350 437-4723,
437-4639.
1987 DELTA 88 Royale.
gun metal gray, 4-door,
V-6, p/s, peb, a/c, tilt cruise,
ANNFM cassette, WI, phi,
rear defrost, 38,000 miles
$8700 435-4252 after
3 30pm

c-4
1987 PLYMOUTH Caravelle 58,000 miles, 4
door, tilt, cruise, stereo
$3975 1987 TOYOTA Corolla SR5: air and power,
34,000 miles, like new
85995 437-4723.

2 $hoppers Mall
2 ml. No. of Murray, Hwy. 641
OPEN: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Quality Furniture for your Living Room. Dining Room and more.
BAding. Dinettes. Oak, Maple or Chrome Solid Oak Round Ped. Tables & Chairs
1978 MUSTANG
very
dependable, inexpensive
Sofas, Hide-A-Beds, Berkline Recliners. Swivel Rockers. End Tables
ad transportation. 4-,4
Desk, Bookcases. TV Stands, Wall Decor Pieces, Baskets.
I') winder, 2.3 her engine.
-MUCH-MORE
MUCH
AND
Accessories
&
Gifts
Plus
$650 436-2518
Silk Plants, Potted Trees, Arrangements
ad
1988 CAVALIER Z24
Ceramics.
Hardware.
Minnetonka Moccasins. Kitchenware,
17,000 miles, blue and
More
Swings,
&
Glider
Lamps.
Wood
Copper,
Toys.
Brass,
saver, WOO or best offer
(Concrete Bird Baths. Pots & Statuettes)
Maw 4:30p , 750-4713.

A'

COOke

4.4•4;co„.
) siru. k,
oess

EZ Terms
Lay-A-Way
U Haul - We Haul
Owned S Operated by Robert S

Wiggins

753-4566
'And We Are Open An. through Sat. 9 to 5

Sinker;
Oftwod

1973 FORD pickup Good
work truck. 380, 3-speed,
low mules 753-9567
1976 FORD pickup high
miles, good mechanical
condition Body extra nice
$3000 or best offer Wewell
near Oaks Rd 753-9623
1977 CHEVY pickup
753-6675 after 5 30pm
1978 FORD pickup, automatic, a/c, pit, pis, 48,000
miles 753-4803
1982 FORD F250 pickup.
1974 Ford Pinto wagon.
753-2474

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

CARS
19 Toyot Camry DX. 12,417
19 Crry LE
13,987
11 Mazda Rn
15,987
18 Toyota Corolla DX 1887
V Toyota Cada Fl 5687
18 Lin*Wt VI '18,487
V Tctiot Ceta ST 10687
18 Toyota Corolla LE 1,487
18 Toyota Cal
17 LeBaron
$5687
17 Toyota Cressida 12,917
17 Toyota Tercel
5,987
17 Pontiac Grrd kn 7,487
17 Toyota Supra
'11887
17 Toyota Cita GT ......1687
17 Toyota Wu GT 1,417
1710,0C*1 GT lila& 1687
17 Cry LE
1,417
11 Toyota Tercel
1687
17 Cavy Wagcn
1,487
17 Nissan Sentra
1687
17 Ptmouth Relint 1,117
17 Nissan Yen 10687
17 Taida Tercei DX 1,981
17 Fad Ilistaag GT 1687
16 Pontiac
'5,987
16 Pontiac Gatti
1,487
16 Taida Csola LE %X
16 Buil Estat Wgn '9687
Ciriilf RS
'5,917
16 BMW 325
12,117
15 Fad Esait
'2,587
85 Mirada
'1037
Ctiri Cr& Tpe 10 1657
15 Olds Cera
'6,187
Crilac Sedr•Dege 1,987
15 Tort Ca* SR-5 14,387
14 Pontiac Trrs M 5,587
14 Nis Set W411 '3,417
13 VW Rabbi
1687
13 Toyota Celida GT 11.17
Dids Deka
11 Toyota Tercel..._......!2$7
11 NI Chevette
.......
V Baia
Ods Regencl '2,987
TRUCKS
19 Toyota 4X4 Ex. 4.130
19 Chevy spm Bed 12,117
19 Tcryot RD
1,981
V Sail knurai 3 1,111
likukiSeuri 1,111
18 To Ind
1,917
18 Cheri PO
1,417
17 rapt 4X4
1,437
17 Asto Yr......... 12,987
17 Taiott 414._ '1,417
17 4-111mi
12,587
17 TViOtl Yr
'10617
16 Tvicta 04
7,517
16 Netsr PU
'5,917
16 Jetp Altriate
1617
7,417
16 Tcyda C14
13 Fad bp XL 1617
Open til 6 p

GOVERNMENT SEIZED

void«)from $100 Corvet-

,Asis

dal 04_de
VP-

es
wAV%

v-

,418

11%A.E.E.E.*_E.E.C.E.111111E.E..E.E.

tes. Chevy*, Porsches. and
other confiscated prop
ties. For buyers guide
14800)448-2662 eit 1774
Also open evenings and
weekends

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY

1979 LOCAL red Jeep
pickup 4-wheel dim, 63K
moles, sharp rode and out
Excellent working order.
$4200. Cal 901-842-8025
alter 5-30pm
1983 FORD Ranger 4
speed, 4 cylinder, AM/F1.4,
air condition, p/s
753-3662
1984 CHEVROLET Silverado 4X4, loaded $6900 or
best offer 759-1987

ESTABLISHED Lawn service Grass cutting yard
worit and garden tiling
753-0876
FARLEY'S Roo6ng
remodeling, add-ore garage
buildings sundecks
plumbing 753 9785 or
492-8724
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

1986 BRONCO II 4-wheel GENERAL
Repair plumbdrive automatic, A/C.
ing, roofing, tree work
cruse excellent condition
436-5895 or 436-2642
Call after 12 noon
753-8060
GUTTERING By Sears
Seers residential and com1988 S10 whited out
mercial continuous gutters
ground effects with air
installed for your specifica753-8818 alter 3prn
tions Call Sears 753-2310
1989 NISSAN King Cab for free estimate
red, 16,000 miles, $8300 HAMILTON Cultured
437-4438.
marble and tie 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
510
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free esCampos;
timates 759-1683
19133 CRUISE-AIR. 3011
INSULATION
Blown In By
Georgia-Boy 33,000 miles
454 Chevrolet 1 owner, Sears TVA approved
spotless. C.B., cruise, air, 1 Save on those high heating
generator, new screen and cooling bills Call Sears
room
Many extras. 753-2310 for free estimate
$24,000 Cadiz, Ky. LICENSED electrician
502-522-3011
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
c20
residential. Fast, courteous
Boole
service. 759-1835.
1 Rotors
LICENSED Electrician:
1978 SAN Juan sailboat. Doug Jones Electric. ResiDay 442-3585. night dential wiring and electric
motor repair. 759-4751.
442-6433
MOBILE HOME Specialist530
436-5255.
Sonless
PLUMBING repairman with
Offend
same day service Call
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 436-5255.
Factory trained by 3 majo
manufacturers. Most parts QUALITY Construction .
in stock, on my truck. Al Alteration & remodeling.
work and parts warranteed Porch & deck specialist.
Ask for Andy at The Ap- 4364617 or 753-1126.
pliance Works, 753-2455. RESIDENTIAL Plumbing
APPLIANCE SERVICE. and Carpentry No iob too
Kenmore, Westinghouse small. 759-1747.
Whirlpool. 30 years experi- ROCKY COLSON Home
ence. Used Appliances. Repair. Roofing, siding.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848. painting, plumbing, conCARPENTRY, remodeling: crete. Free estimates Call
decks and porches, roof- 474-2307.
ing, decorating, general repairs, etc 489-2303.
ELECTRICAL installation
and repair. All gas installation and repair. Also refrigeration. CaN 753-7203.
EXPERIENCED Contractor- Home improvements
or repairs, also new construction of garages, polebarns & portable buildings.
Customer satisfaction
guaranteed. Free estimates. L E. Williams
489-2663.

ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
or 753-6763
ROOFING - specializing
in tear off, recover, and
repair. 20 years experienos. Five year written
guarantee Ask kir Dennis
527-0607 Free estimates
SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811
SHEETROCK hanging
new or repair Ask for Terry
489-2117
STEWARrS Upholstery
Large selection of material
new springs, legs,etc Rea
sonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery 436-5236
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerie/ bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TREE Tnrnming and removal. 436-2502.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
WET BASEMENT" We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Company,
Route 2 Box 409-A, Paducah, KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All guaranteed. Free estimates
Phone 435-4169 or
753-1308.
560
Hie
COLIMA

AFFECTIONATE 2 year
old male dog, mixed breed
Playful, good with children,
very loyal, great outdoor
pet Also beautiful adult Calico cat,female Both tree to
good home(s) Call
753-3114 after 5pm

I
•
POCKETBOOK PLEASER
Two bedroom home being sold to settle estate. A
bargain at $23,900. Contact the Home Team.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Classified Ad I
Sale!
February Only
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day FREE
(6 days 2 days free, 9 days 3 days free)

The sale is open to everyone, long as
they meet the following requirements:

,-.-Ads must run three consecutive days.
changes will be made in copy.
iPaid days will run first.
tNo rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration
All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February you
will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale And Save.
Call 753-1916
to place your ad.
1
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IS SERVING UP
THE SAVINGS!
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BROCCOLI OR
CAULIFLOWER

Ajax 32 Oz. Box

DETERGENT

FRYER iBREAST

/-T-

Save Mr Limit 2

C

EigC

C
BB
Reelfoot Rouser Valley

Field Pro Leaguer

Jumbo Baking

BACON

WIENERS

Potatoes

12 Oz. Pkg.

12 Oz. Pkg.

49'
49c
c
lb. 99

Lb.
Washington State 88 Size Red Delicious
Lb.
Apples
Zucchini

Squash

IGA Cooked

6.ft nn
Don Martino 36 Oz.
pk.
90.00
3
Pizza

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
Any Size Pkg.

Extra Lean

Ham
Slices

Pork
Cutlets

.6. $2.99

$2.59

lb.

Cube
Steaks

lb.

$2.79
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NET

NET
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Aqua Net

HAIR SPRAY

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW, DIET W.DEW

of
;

#

Soft 'N Gentle

BATH TISSUE
4 Roll

'—'Ajax

DISH LIQUID
22 Oz.

99C
31$1
115c 99c go
20 Oz. Loaf

9 Oz.

Purina
DOG lOW

saga
25 Lb.

Kellogg s

2199,

2 Liter

Ahax

Ajax

Tony All Flavors

CLEANSER

LIQUID CLEANSER

DOG FOOD

Only
BEEFE
Ts W

15 Oz. Can

24 Oz. Can

14 Oz. Can

s18 s
Oz. g

Kraft

CORN FLAKES PARKAY SPREAD
11.5 Oz. Box
3 Lb. Tub

1.1

EFFECTIVE DATES:
January 2440, 1990

Pkg.

$I49

HOMETOWN

41P11
ISA Dinners

MAC. 6 CHEESE
71/4 Oz. Box

CRACKERS
Isb. nos

4/s1 egc
We resorm the rd to
limit Ruttier ml cirrus
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